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ABSTRACT
The materials, methods, and mechanisms that underlie

'he learning and performance of motorskills are explored. Thls
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feedboick to Improve peiformance?".-.Suggestians.aremade for how
performance might be evaluated -to trace student improvement. The
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learning odours. (JO
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pre ce
l'he information explosion has hit .pliysic4 t 114 align, NV

hoorcherh ore discovering pew links hetwe isen ise aml.
human physiolagy, ( Mors ate investigating netiroligit al as

tects (ii iTtolor control,tising compute' simulation and (Oho,
siiphisticated techniques, biome(hank s reseal.' het 4 are !hill
ing 110W ways to analyte human mownent, As a result III
IVileWed ilittleil In SOCLII, l liltilhil, Itlid psy( 1101(0( ,il,ispet Is
of movement, a vast

I.,
higyy\specialited, body, of knowledge

has epterged. , ..

Many physical ed.ucation teachers Want 10.114! find "apply
itiformating particulady.relevant to, their teaching, It is not an
easy task, I he quantity of research alone vyould requile a
(lawn to dusk wadi!' sultedule, the spe/t tali ednItture n if all'.'dawn
research tends to mak .11 difficult tot ,i hype son to comple-
tion(' fully/Anil final 011ie work lia,1,,heen directeatowaid

. applying the research to the more. practical tonic ems of
teachers in the fiOld. 'thus the burgeoning body of infination

ca habit' to resefircher's and academicians has had little im.
I act on physical education programs in the field. .

The Basic Stuff series is the cultnination of the National ---

Association for Sport and Physical Education efforts 10 coo..
font tiris, problem, An attempt was made to identify basic
knowledge relevant to plyisical education program s.and to
present th g knowledge in a useful, readable format': -'I'he
.series is n it concerned with physical education curriculum
design, but 'basic stuff" concepts are common core in-
formation pervading any physical education course of study.

The's
,,,basOtt

ktipn Of ledge for'inclusiOn in the series was i.

rlitii re wand to student) in physical education .4'..
&we brim° ,situdentimoli or purposes for
n 6 identified: health (feeling good), appear-

, ance4loo itig%( A), achievement (doings Mier.), social (get".--
.,, .

and
. ,,e1

theItngalbilg), acsthetic;(turning on), (mu co , with tne envt- it
riinntent (surviving).- Concepts,,.were then selected
pi.ovided information usekiliod, student in ,),ccomplishing )

,..:,
: 1

,,Til'e BaSie "Stuff project includes tw types of booklets.
Siries I is designed for use by pre ice and inservice
JO'

f.
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Motor learning cart,

contribute to
success in .

performing sports

and ganks

The information
processing notion is

a way of explaining

the acquisition and

performance of

motor skill's*

Successful motor

performance

requires input,

decision-making,

output, and

feedback

2

r-.
. Achieving success in motor skills performance require5'_
effort and concentration. Individuals learning to perform°
motor skills sometimes waste their time and that of ()Ors,-
bec5use they don't know the most effective,or efficient ways,
of learning motor skills. This book is intended to help students
use learning and practice time to-best advantage by sharing
ideas concerning how they can learn rnotor'skills faster and
better. A waVISf organizing the discussion is by first ideRtifyjpg
factors that individuals -have to consider when learning or
performing a skill and then discussing ways in,which students
might improve in each of these-areas.

It is helpful ifthe identified factors can be organized into an
overall' framework. A recent organizing framework used in
describing motor learning and performance, which provides a
good overall picture of the factors, involves the notion of
information processing.

In order to be successful rn performing motor skills the
learner must be able to:

pay ,attention to the right aspects of the environment (IN-:

PUT);
select or plan a motor response which is vmpatible with
the environment (DECISION-MAKING);
exdbute the movement as planned,(OUTPUT);
'utilize movement and outcome information to evaluate the
present response and, if necessary, modify the next re-
'sponse (FEEDBACK).

It is not suffigent that each of these aspects is done correctly in
isolation;_ithe four operations must be integrated and must
relate to each other so that control flows smoothly,from one
operation to another to conclude in successful performance:
To become successful at performing skills, behavior must be
adjusted within the four operations of INPUT, DECISION.-
MAKING, OUTPUT, and FEEDBACK. The role of feedback is
unique because the learner not only improves in his ability to
receive and use feedback; feedback is also absolutely neces-
sary to improve the operation of the other processes.

The relationship among the four operations which have
been identified can be illustrated by a simple example. The
performer 1) receives input, 2) makes aecisiOn, 3) executes a
response, and 4) receives feedback about movement execu-
tion and outcome. l_et us suppose that you are playing in a
basketball game and are in possession of the,hall. First you
obtain input about your position on the courfthe sition of
your opponents and your teammateS,''and the di ance be-
tween you and the basket. Second you analyze an interpret

I, 10_A_ vo



How Do I Get

Can-you identify

examples of input,

decision-making,

output, and feedback?

this information with reference to your past experience in the
game of basketball and in situations similar to the presentone
and decide what type of response you will plan. The choice is
based on information about your own past successes, past
succeises of your teammates in similar situations, and the
opticiiis that are available to you. You decide whether to
dribble, to pass to a teammate (including whom to pass to), to
shoot from your present position (including what type of shot
to take), or to stay put. You select one course of action and
plan how to implement it.

Third, the movement planned is executed. Finally, during
and after your response, FEEDBACK is received concerning
the course of action taken. In assessing your movement you
may ask such questions as: "Did I shoot the way I intended?,"
"Did I release the ball too early?," and ",Did I follow through
toward the basket?" After the response you receive FEED-
BACK 'about the effect of your movement on the environment.
In relation to the OUTCOME you ask such questions as: "Did
I make the basket?" and "Was the pass accurate?"

It?

Every skill you possess or will learn can be described in
terms of the four major operations of INPUT, DECISION-
MAKING, OUTPUT, and FEEDBACK. Some skills may in-
volve one operation to a greater degree than other operations
but all skills require all four. Using a familiar skill try to identify
examples of input, decision-making, output, and feedback. In
tennis, for example, some of the following may have been
listed .in each category:

INPUT
ball direction
ball speed
ball Spin
opponent's position

DECISION-MAKING
where ball will arrive (based on direction)
when ball will arrive (based on speed)
how ball will bounce (based on spin)
select forehand, backhand, volley, etc.

OUTPUT
when to initiate response
actually performing the selected type .



Information

processing

framework directs

investigation

of errors

Why Does

Information

processing explains

behavior in terms

of sequential

operations

FEEDBACK
did I keep my wrist cocked? (MOVEMENT)
was my swing level? (MOVEMENT)
did I contact the ball in front of my forward foot?
(MOVEMENT)
did the ball go over the net? (OUTCOME)
did, the ball land in-bounds? (OUTCOME).
could my opponent hit the ball? (OUTCOME)

Information processing can also be considered from the
point of view of the unsuccessful performer. Knowing- "what
must be accomplished to be successful can help us discern
why someone is having difficulty in skill performance. For

operation?, during the DECISION-MAKING o ration?; dur-
ing

did the individual make a
th

the INPUT

the OUTPUT operation?, during the FEEDBACK opera-
tion? That is did the individual look at the-wrong place in the
environment? (INPUT ERROR); did the individual misjudge
the speed of the ball and/or its time of arrival? (DECISION-
MAKING ERROR } did the person execute the movement
faster than inthnded? (OUTPUT ERROR); did the individual
fail to discriminate that the goaLwas n,o't achieved, e.g., that,,
the ball went out of bounds ? (FEEDBACK ERROR). Additional
examples of errors that can occur at each phase of information
processing are presented in Table 1.1.

O

It Happen That Way?

Information processing explains behavior in terms of a set
of sequential operations that an individual performs to be
successful at motor skills. These operations involve, in part:

looking at the right place(s);
paying attention to the right cue(s);
interpreting what the cues signify;
planning what to do (a response);
organizing the response;
doing the response;
assessing how you moved and what effect it had.

These operations may be grouped into four categories:

INPUT
the processes involved in obtaining information;

DECISION-MAKING
analyzing and interpreting what the input means and
deciding what to do about it;

1 M'



Table 1.1: Examples of errors that-might be made at jhe INPUT;
DECISION-MAKING, OUTPUT, and FEEDBACK phases of
information processing.

INPUT:
player looks at the yvrong portion of the environment
player pays attention to the wrong cues
players attention is foCused on too small an area
players attention is focused on tOOlioad an area
prbyer cannot see the relationship among the elements

DECISION-MAKING (interpretation of input):
.player misjudges the path, speed, or direction of teammate,

object, or opponent
player misjudges distances; heights, weights*
player miscalculates time 4 arrival of object, opponent, or

teammate
DECISION-MAKING (selection of movement),

player selects wrong type of movement
player selects wrong instance of correct type of movement
player misprograms time, force, direction, or distance

movement
OUTPUT

player does not execute movement as pianned
FEEDBACK

player does not remember how ht.,. moved
.player cannot discriminate errors
player cannot tell if goarwas accomplished
playeccannot recognize what led to perceived error



The leainer and

the situation

constitute a system

The situation

'affects the learner

and the learner

affects the

situation

OUTPUT:.
executing the response you decided on ;:

FEEDBACK

evaluating the, performance (how you moved) and the
outcome (the result).

The individual who uses information processing to describe
performance views the learner and the situation in which
performance takes. place as a system. This implies that the
situation affects the performance and that the performance, in
turn, affects the situation. Before giving an illustrative exam-
ple of how this occurs it is helpful.to know that environment's
the term used to indicate the situation in which performance
occurs-. The environment includes both external and internal
elements. The external elerbents of the environment at
basketball game may include, for each player:

the positions of the other players;
the distance to the basket;
the location of the ball;
the spectators;
the score;
the coach;

-- the time remaining in the game.
Internal elements may include;

fatigue;
anxiety;
pain;
distracting thoughts.

Every situation in.which sport takes place involves both inter-
nal and external elements. Some of "the-,elements of the 'envi:,
ronment are important to success. SuChirtings as the location'
of and distance to teammates, theiocation of and distbnce to
opponents, and the-distance to the basket are critical for
successful performance. The spectators, feelings anxiety,
and ettracting thoughts, may hamper performance if the
play pays attention to them.

The learner and the:environment should be considered a
system. The environment affects behavior and behavior'
changes the environment. This affects subsequent behavior
which further alters the environment. In a tennis match, for
example, the position andspeed of the ball dictates player A's
position and swing; player A's hitting of the ball dictates
player B's position and switig; plaYer B's hitting of the ball in
turn dictates player A's next position and swing and on and-on
until the rally is ended. The weave in basketball is an example
of the interaction between a player and the environment





Input is information

from internal and

external sources

8,

which, as we have seen, includes other players. As illustrated
' infigure 1.1, player 1 passes to player/ with the exact speed

and direction' of the pass depending on player 2's direction
and speed of motion. Immediately upon executing the pass,
player 1 hbs to respond to the altered environment by running
behind player 2 to receive a pass from player 3 who has
received the ball from player 2. Thus these three players form

small system in which the environment dictates the perfor-
mance, the performance changes the environment, the new
environment dictates the next perforniance ArKd on and on
until the basket is made or the opponents obtuin the ball.
Either of these last two possibilities changes the environment
in ways that have special implications for performance and for
the total system so that:

a player interacts with the environment whev executing a
skill;
the environment dictates how a player must move in order
to be successful;
a player's performance affects the environment by chang-

.

ing it in some way.
In summary the environment dictates when and how a player
must move to be'successful. Shooting a ball at a basket 10 feet
away requires less force than shooting at a basket 20 feet
away. If a receiver is running slow the ball does riot have to be
passed as far ahead as it would if a receiver is running fast.

As indicated earlier in this chapter information pirocessing'
focuses on four major operations4which affect sport perfor-
mance: INPUT, DECISION-MAKING, OUTPUT, and FEED-
BACK. INPUT is the label applied to all of the information in
the environment that y.,pu could give attention 4hen perfdrm-
ing. Some of the INPUT will be important in relation to
successful performances; other information will not be impor-
tant at all. The input includes information from inside (inter-'
nal) and outside (external) the body and is concerned about
such aspects as:

searching (looking for) and orienting (looking at) the right
, elements or cues;

:selective attention (concentrating on the critical cues and
ignoring the non-critical cues);
noise (the unnecessary information or non-critical cues'
whiCh might be distracting).

These andtther aspects of input will be considered in an effort
to identify ways of learning new skills faster or improving
present performance more quickly.

1 01



Figure 1.1: The player-environment'system: a threeTerson weave in basketball.

Ball path

Player path

9



DecisiOn-paking is DECISION-MAKING the label applied to the operation of
changing input to transforming or changing information taken from the envi-
output . roneent (INPUT) into an appropriate mo ement response

(OUTPUT). Like INPUT, DECISION-M ING involves a
num er of individual sub-operations whi h impiOve with
pr ice. We need to be concerned with:

interpreting the output; .

deciding on a particular response;
coordinating the -response.

Output is the actual 'OUTPUT is the label applied to the actual execution of the
execution of a movement. It is the execution of the motor response that has
movement been chosen (DECISION-MAKING) as the best or most ap-

proprye.in the present situation. Most of the preparation for
the output has already been accomplished by the time the
movement is 'in progress but adjustments may be made as
performance occprs if this is necessary. (A baseball batter, for
example, can sto0 the swing in midstream if the pitch is
judged to be a ball rathet than a strike. The decision to stop is
made early enough in the sequence of events from, input to
output.),

Feedback is FEEDBACK is a term applied to the information available
information about, during or after the movement. It may be information either
the output 7' about the movement, i.e., how- the response was done, or

about the effect "of the movement on 'the environment, i.e.,
what was the outcome? Aspects are:

types of feedback;
using feedback to change performance;
special kinds of feedback.

Summary

10

In ordet.ito improve the accuracy and efficiency of motor
performance the player must decide what factors lead to
successful performance and then practice in ways which will
enhance improvemen't of those factors. In addition the player
must learn to integrate the various factors associated with
successful performance, e.g.,' INPUT, DECISION-MAKING,
OUTPUT, and FEEDBACK. This book is designed to provide
an understanding of the factors that influence learning and
performance. The goal is to provide suggestions for how the
learning of motor skills might be approached so that the
performance improves and the success rate increases.

rl 1



What Do You

Skills come in a

variety of types

(1;

f

CHAPTER TWO

achievement
CLASSIFICATION

Have To Help Me?

stills used in sports and active games come in a variety of
types. The differences among the types of skills influence:

practice procedures;
focus of attention (concentration);
decisions about how to respond;
when to respond;
what kind of feedback will be most helpful;
the ease with which a new skill is learned.

Before going on to detail the "types" of skills to be considered,
tvt,o different types of skills will be reviewed with reference to
the items listed above. The skills to he considered are the golf
drive and baseball batting.

IV ...v.,.
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. The type of skill.affects' Practice. Practice of the golf drive should emphasize consis-
practice, attention tency of ball height, body position in relation to the ball and
response, feedback, the flag, club position, body stance, head position, grip, path
and cues and speed of backswing, downswing, contact, and fallow-

through. The golfer attempts to "groove" the swing to estab-
lish a consistent, repetitive swing. This is accomplished by
intensive practice under constant conditions. This enables a

player to develop a consistent swing pattern. Once this consis-
tent swing pattern is established the player uses it with a
variety of clubs and a variety of stances and ball positions to
accomplish the goal of getting the ball to the green under a,-
variety' of circumstances. The swing does not change to meet
changing conditions; it remains consistent.

Practicing baseball batting, by contrast, emphasizes de-
velopment of the player's ability to execute a swing which
matches the place, and time of the ball's arrival over the plate.
In order to enable th batter to develop this skill the practice
session must incorporate -hanger in ball speed and ball flight,
Incol*stency in the ball speed and ball flight should be the
rule. Practice serves to enable a player to learn to differentiate
and interpret the speed and direction of the incoming object
and to plan an appropriate response. For this reason a variety
of speed and flight combinations should he used. Attention
will he given to organizing practice for'most effective learning
in Chapter Three.

Attention focus. In the golf drive the attention focus should
be on the position of the body and the club head with respect
to the flag in the address phase and on the rhythm and path of
the swing in the action phase. In a word, inward, on the
totality of the movement. In baseball batting, however, the
attention focus should be on the moving ball, outward, on the
input factors that must guide the movement.

12

Decision-making. There is a-difference in how decisions are
made as well as in the speed with, which they need to be
made. In the golf drive the decisions regarding club, stance,
club head position, grip, etc., may be made slowly and delib-

a erately. In theory the golfer can take as long as necessary to
reach a decision. The particular swing is a consistent, well-
used one and is probably not chosen from among a variety of
options but rather the golfer accomodates the swing by adjust-
ing the stance'and the grip for each particular situation.

In baseball batting, on the other hand, the batter has very
little time to decide what is happening and what to do about it.

n)
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The distance from the mound to the plate is 90 feet. If a ball
travels at 80 mph it takes .77 seconds for the ball to reach the
plate once it leaves the pitcher's hand (that is a bit less than
8/10's of a second or less time than it takes to say "swing
now"); The process of swinging the bat takes about 4 /10's of a
second leaving a hit less than 4/10's of a second for the hatter
to observe the ball flight, decide when and where the ball will
arrive, and what to do about it.lfa ball is traveling at 100 mph,
it takes,tbout 6/10's Of a second to reach the plate, leaving
2/10's of a second for input and decision-making. This in
contrast to the alMost unlimited Wire for a skill like golf.

In addition to the difference in the time the batter mustalso
elect the best response under the circumstances from a

greater variety of possibilities in reaching a decision. Clearly
the first decision is easy; there are only two choices, swing or
c c swing. If the batter decides to swing, the movement
selected or structured must meet the time-space constraints
imposed by the ball flight and must be chosen from among
several alternatives. The task of the batter is weighted more
upon decision-making .while that of the golfer is weighted
more upon the response output.

Response. Following the line of thinking above, it is clear that
in golf the performer can respond whenever he or she is ready
while in baseball batting the flight of the ball dictates when the
response must be initiated and how long it can take.

Feedback. In golf, information about the swing and move-
ment can be useful in facilitating performance. Information
concerning the flight of the ball is helpful but is usually used to
assess movement errors. For example if a golfer often whiffs or
tops the ball the movement error may be: lack of hip and knee
flexion;- hyperextension of wrists; tension through legs,
shoulders, and arms. Consistent hooking of the ball or topping
may he due to the club being taken back too far inside on the
take-away.

In batting, by contrast, feedback is used to focus on the'
relationship between the swing and the ball flight. A batter
might have a' perct swing but if it is not matched to the ball
flight characteristics it won't do much good.

Learning new skills. the skill developed in golf is probably
not readily transferable to other skills. That is, knowing how to
play golf will probably riot help in the learning of other skills
(although it might assist in developing the ability to attend to

13



How?

Skills are

classified in

various ways
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movement information and to analyze errors). The
der. ision:Mak injok ills that are developed in baseball batting,
however, may facilitate the performance of other skills which
involve contacting moving objects: tennis; racqetball;
squash,; soccer; field hockey.

The infrirtriation about different types of skills can be used
in several ways:

to vary the level of the skill to be learned from easy to
difficult;
to recognize -iinlrIarities and ditterences among skills to be
learned; ..

to decide what aspects of skill performance to emphasize
during practice; ,.

to determine the prerequisites for success in different skills.
When most people think about classifying skills they think

in terms of such categories as:
individual vs. team sports (archery vs. basketball);
water sports vs. land sports (swimming vs. soccer);
gross vs. fine motor skills (softti'a.11 throw vs. billiards);
endurance vs. strength activities tmarathon vs. weight lift-
ing).
The categories listed above have been useful in the past for

insuring that physical education programs include a wide
variety of types of skills and sports. Very often, however, the
best coaching methods for varying skills and sports in the
same category might be very different. Swimming, surfing,
arid water skiing are all water sports but the techniques ap-
propriate to teach each, find the abilities needed to succeed at
each, are very different. Some other way or ways of classifying
skills is needed-if the categories are to have meaning in terms
of doing better in sport performance.

Information processing through Concepts derived from it
has provided a basis for several classification schemes. Sewer
oral of these schemes will be considered and then integrated
into an overall view of the skill types learned in sports:

open vs. closed skillsClassification olskilk based upon
whether, at the simplest level, t environment is stationaryrlf

or movingsluring the skill pe ormance, e.g., foul shot vs.
3-person weave in basketball. i

self-piked vs. externally-paced skills Classififtation of
skills based upon whether control of the initi4tion and
timing of movement is within the performer or in the envi-
ronment, e.g., golf swing vls.1 ),eball batting.



1)0(4, ,t,thrlitv ho(I ,,, tr,m,o)rt Classification of skills
'based cif.)on whether the total body is stationary or mowing
during the.skill exer ution, e.g., tennis serve vs. layiup shot.
ti()manipuldtilTrvis. manipulation --.- Classification of skills
based urAn whether the individual has to control an im-
plernent (tennis racket) or object (basketball) in addition to
the total body motion, e.g running down «)urt i.n basket-
ball vc. running and dribbling i basketball.
I iiii )exit' ref inirm»,ituai pm( eying Classitt( ation eft
skills cm the basis otfactois that may vary trom simple to("pie\ it ric h phase of inf-pi oration plot essing, e.g.;
play ing basketball one-on-one ys. playing basketball
three-oil-three.

Skills are open if the vs. Closed skills. Skills may be classified according to
, environment is rnosingZ4thenature of the'en ironment in which they Occur with pa'r-
and:Nosed if cioi 4. t;cular reteren-ue to how that particular ens ironment controls

Me% ement. extreme the ens ironment is stationary as in
hi;-.:ing a bah rt a batting tee. At the other extreme the envi-
ronment is mox ing as in hitting a pitched ball. In'the stationary
ball instance movement is controlled only by spatial factors,
such as the height of the hall. In the second instance the
niovement is controlled by both the height of the ball and the
t«neof arrival.. In the titst case the performer must swing the
bat so that it passes the point in space whew the ball is

:.located. When the swing is initiated the speed of the swing is
not critical itthe height of the swing is match the height of
the ball on the hattin tee,

In the second instant the swing is cony the height
and speed of the ball. The).timing and pl, c he swing
must match the time of ariival of the ball as w height
of the ball. The height of the swing must conform to th height

.1of the ball as in the first example but the crucial differ -nce is
that the time of initiation of the swing and the- speed the
swing is dictated by the ball's speed.

What are some In sport there are many examples of closed skills: the sot-
examples of dosed ifill3 place kicker has to match the kick to the position of t
skills? stationary ball; the archer has to match the flight of the arrow

diver has to match the dive to the distance to the water and the

to the position and distance of the center of the target; the

depth of the pool. Skills like these, and others in which the
performer's movements must match or conform to spatial
factors'only are .termed closed skins. The environment is sta-
tionars, fixed, stable. The position of the elements in the
environment is the same before and during the skill 'perfor-
mance.

1 5
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Matching the flight of an arrow, in archery, to the position and distance of the center of the
target, is an example of a closed skill. The environment is stationary, fixed, stable.

r)
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What are some There are also-many 'examples of open skills, The tennis
example. % of open player has to match the position of theracket and the timing of
skifist the forehand drive to the position and speed.of the ball; the ice

hockey player has to match the position and speed of move-
ment to the position and speed of other players on the team, or
that of the opponents, or that of the hockey p,uck. The basket-
ball player who is dribbling the ball toward the basket must
match the path of movement to the position and movement of
other players in addition to controlling and matching the
movements of the ball. These skills and others like them
which demand that movements match the speed, timing, and
space of other people or objects are termed open skills. The
environment in open skills is continually in motion, unstable,
and unpredictable.

-

Environments that are termed closed are characterized by
the following:

the spatial elements that control movement do not vary
from trial to trial;
the environment in which performance takes place does
not change between the time the skill is planned and titi0-
time it is initiated;
the environment in which performance takes place does
not change much from one instance to another;
movements should be practiced until they become
habitual;
the practice environment should be kept as consistent as
possible (at the saw time keeping it as much like the.
performance environment as possible).

Skills, other than those mentioned previously, which occur
in closed environments are archery, bowling, basketball free
throw, golf, diving, and gymnastics. What are the spatial
elements which control movement in some or all of the skills
mentioned? In the case of bowling you might have listed:

JP length of the approach;
width of the approach area;
distance from the starting position to the foul line;
position of the pins.
In contrast, environments that are termed open are charac-

terized by:
the time and space elempip change from trial to trial and
within the trial as when the pitcher throws a change-up;
the dynamic nature of the environment forces the per-
former to make predictions about the future time/space
,features of the environment, e.g., when the pitcher throws
the ball, its arrival at the plate must be predicted so that the

Q 17
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environment
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swing can he Initiated before the ball passes over the plate,

See the section on "Flow can I have good timing?";
Prediction of what will occur each time is based on that
which has occurred In the past. If for example a tennis
player hits 11 out of 10 shots to the forehand then if the
receiver predicts forehand'on the next shot he has an 0 out
of 10 chance of being corFect about the prediction;
a variety of gamelike situations should be employed so that
players can practice predicting various heights, speeds,
and directions and practice responding to those variants.
Suppose you were planning to catch a ball thrown to you.

Success in catching a ball requires predicting, during the flight
of the boll, where it will arrive and when it will arrive. The
hands must then be moved to the predicted place of the ball's
arrival. Then at the appropriate instant the closing of the hands
must be initiated so that, the ball will be trapped. If the hands

are closed too early the ball will bounce off the fist. If the
hands are closed too late the ball will rebound off the palm of
the hand. The timing'of the catching response (thegrasping
phase) must be matched to the arrival time of the ball just as
the position of the hand(s) in space must conform to the arrival
location of the ball. Thus in open skill environments move-
ments are controlled by the spatial (place) and temporal (time)
aspects of the ball's flight. Cptching a ball is an open skill
because it takes place in an open environment. Other open
skills are hitting a baseball, tennis, badmihton, playing in a
basketball game, soccer gaMe, ice hockey,' and field hockey.

When open ,skills are practiced it is best that the situation be
varied so that the player learns to respond to a number of
different possibilities rather than hitting, for example, a ball
tossed to the same location at the same speed and height until
the tennis stroke or swing is grooved. Practicing by hitting a
consistently tossed ball will almost guarantee that game per-
formance will be poor because:

the player won't be prepared to discriminate among vari-
ous ball speeds, heights, and directions;.
the player wont be able to predict the arrival time and

place of the ball;
the player won't be able to plan and initiate a response that
fits'the situation.

The skills necessary to do those things listed will not have

been practiced. .-

For closed skills fine tuning or adjusting the response to an
unvarying situation is very appropriate and is in fact desirable.
Some closed skills like golf and bowling require a number of -

nnt.



Playing in a field hockey game is an example of an open skill.
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different responses to fit someopecial ;situations; whenlhe'
situations occur they are consistent. Even though Ilic.,10ting
may dhow somewhat front !dill to trial, each trialpovertite-

less occurs in 11 closed environment,

Se Ifpaced vs. Externally- paced, Another way of,,thioking
bout skills is in tern)~ of the liming Or pacing of !lip ipove-
ment, In ono instance the timing of the movement initiation
and execution is under the perfornio's control. That Is the
performer dedlloS when 10 start the movement and how fast 1
perform These types of movements are termed self-paced.
For example in the game I I igh Water, Low Water, the rope is
stationary and set at a specific height and you decide how fast
to approach the rope and linw quickly to jump over it. In
jumping over a rope that two individuals are turning, how-
ever, the speed of the jumping movements and the timing of
the jumps themselves is controlled by the speed ,and height at
which the rope Is moving. When the 1000 is wilcker, move-
ment must be quicker.

The jump ripe example is an externally-paced skill; the rate
of movement is controlled by the speed of the moving rope. In
externally-paced movements, in contrast to self-paced
movements, the performer needs to attend more closely tithe
external events (therope, the other players, the ball) so thaLthe
paCe of movement will match the paee of the external events..
In externally-paced skills, as in open skint- what the move-

, ment looks like is not critical as long as it is efficient, matches
the controls imposed by the environment, and accomplishes
the goal.

The major difference between open skills and those termed
externally-paced is that the former categdry includes both
spatial and temporal aspects. while' the latter refers to the
timing of the movements. The same is true of self-paced and
closed. The former includes only time aspects while the latter
includes both time and space.

Body Stabdity vs. Body Transport. In our discussion of open
Vs. closed and self-paced vs. externally-paced skills we did

--not specify what the learner was doing (standing still or mov-
ing, for exapple). A skill perforMed in a stationary position
(body stability) is simpler than a similar skill performed when
moving (body transport). 'rya stationary position there is one
less element to consider in movement planning and one less
element to demand attention. Bouncing a basketball while
standing still is easier than running and dribbling at the same



time, In the fist' II stance only the rlaovernent of the hall
demands attention. In the second inst, lice two elements de-
mond attention, int Yemen( of the ball and the moVement of
the body with rests cl to the hall, I he rtrivement of theirall
must be coordinatt d with Illy 11111i1 4 movements or vice
'versa. In general, idding total body movement to a skill
performance make. that performance non! complex,

A skill can be si nplitied during th ! kw-ling process by
attempting. it brivlb while) standing in.a.tlationary position,
Once the idea is tit or try it while IIIOV rig, In ICirning to pass
III basketball the les rile,' might 'Memo the Mowing 'tells:

movement mAket stand still and try the pass to a slationary*ceiver; *
Oho 144 of run and pass to a stationary receiver; _ '
performing a skill dribble and pass ho a stationary receiver;.

4, t,
more difficult dribble and pass to a moving receiver; - S '4

dribble and pass t i a moving receiver ,while being guarded;
dribble and pass 10 a moving receiver who is being
guarded; while tieing guarded, T

It is most important that the learner doesn't spend lot) much
time On each of these steps but that each is (lone long enough
U) get the idea of what is required, the most import:int prac-
tice is that undertaken in game or gamelike situationsi\dding
movement makes the task of performing a skill more difficult.1.-

1
Some skills require No-Manipulation vs. Manipulation. Another aspectthat
manipulation of adds to the complexity of skills that has not l n spec:MC y
oblects considered in previous discussion concerns man n of

implements, balls, with the hands, feet, or head. In sports ( "ike
archery and golf which are closed skills or implements, the

trolled by the , ms and hands to accomplish the task. In field;,

bow and arro and the golf club respectively must be cori7

hockey and tennis, which are open skills, the hockey tick and
the tennis racquet respectively must be manipulated to ac- ,
complish the task. This is different from track, a closed skill, in
which there is no need to manipulate objeCts, or basketball,
an open skill, in which only one player has control of the ball
at a time. A skill which does not involve manipulating or
controlling an objeCt or an implement is one less to think
about, one less element to control, one less aspect to demand
attention.

It is sometimes helpful to think of the manipulation of
implements or objects as a secondary task. That is one which
is clone in addition to the principle or primary task of body
stability or body transport, Stability and transport are consid-
ered to be primary tasks becauw they provide the base of

lift,
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support from which all the aspects of maltiptilatiim'OCIAll% If
the primal)/ task is not performed well, then adding another
task will cats in the primary ftSk to worsen, As
an illustration suppose an individual was aske,$) to rim through

iarnylicated obstacle course and the time ii took 11 com-
plete the (mtrise was used as the ineaSlife 44 performance. If
the same individual was then asked to out thniurill the course
while ilribl)ling a keit:elk-ill the time In complete 1110 course
vyi mid incease, The addition of the ',ell Wary lark, dril)bling
the basketball, incroa`ed the time necessary to do the pi lowly

ft14141illgtilt! oklarlt c(n41544. I he primary task demanded
a ei lain allot Ilion level; whoothe tory task was added
attention was I IVO it'll 'Mil 1101W0011 OW primary and
the se( ondaty task thus allotting the puitormance of the totql
task.

As skill III the primary task increases, it deniamls less atten-
tion, At later stages of learning the performarn:e of the primary
task itranspott oi stability) becomes semi automatic .ind anon,
lion can be diverted to the secondary task without a nollt:e-
able ally( t oil overall performance.

Complexity Of Information Processing. A final consideration
in classification of skills relates to the four information proces-
sing operations mentioned previously: INPUT, DECISION-
MAKING, OUTPUT, and FEEDBACK. e complexity of the
INPUT phase can vary depending upon w number of critical
stimuli, the speed of events, and other actors listed in Table
2. I In similar fashion the comply ity of the DECISION-
MAKING phase can vary. Likewise, the OUTPUT and FEED -
BACK phases can differ.

Most of the :orriplexity can be controlled in practice, but in
the game the factors will have certain values. In basketball for
example:

there are many critical stimuli;
there is a high ratio between critical and non-critical
stimuli;
events occur at fast speed;
there are many confusing stimuli;
many factors must be considered in planning the response;
there are many alternative choices and the distinctions
among them are subtle;
the times between input/decision-making and decision-
making/execution are short«
the movements require the coordination of many body
parts simultaneously.



Table 3,1; Aolysis Comp lekity it 101orm41101

Minimum

INN)
14W It nh& r 01;
111W1111, 14,Etio boo/veto tloit nun.rritit al timull
!. (1W I htj tatiottil sti INN( Ii tiventh nt t tir
111(111 I he intensity of the atluruli
I '11111h1h1 t and ntlii ink al stimuli

COMPLEXIIY

EEW
I ONG
I.

l'EW
LIW

LONG

AM( mug of rnttfuslttµ stimuli
I eogth of Itru,tk between Individual events

1)E .t atilt )N .NIAKINt;
Number of fat hie, to be tvtnsitlerec) MANY
Number of '41441141th/41 choices,es NIANY
Amount of inft )1-foothill needed I ARGL
I ime between input/tIet sio Hi-making aitf,'''` SI It )1:1
411,4 Non -makilig/outioil

Ivitettiouitt

MANY
11161I11:101
EASE

1 OW
IOW
MANY

IOR 1

011111111'

FEW Number of sequential or simultaneous int, news MANY
Number of hotly part* involved -,FEW MANY

LOW Precision required Y1 1110 I
LARGE. SiZe of hose of support . . SMALL

Rhythmic structure of moven 4.11,y., COMPLEXSIMPLE

EEEDliA 10,
,

SMALL. Amount of inform:Rion avallahlemr LARGE
FEW Number of transformations before using fet;s11, ack MANY
AVERAGE:. Precision of information 00 LOW or LLIGIL

I
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The game of tennis by contras{ lends toward less complex-
ity;

there aftt few critic,01
' the rdli between Critical and nn-critical silt is low;

the intensity is medium',
the contrast is medium;
there are few confusing shout!):
there are player -ccolrolled breaks it the ac tit
the Otimiwar or alternative choices is comparatively low.
busy complexity factors may he tht night of tools of task

'100i-idly, 1 he dirrit lilts 44 401 be tid by manipu-
lating those aspects totaled ti, INK 1 I , I lit 'ISIt 1N :NIAKINK1,
r )1 I I 14. II, and flit MACK opetalions that affect complexity,
Ity ategot it.ingskills act ording to difficulty those skills which
are less complex can be practiced fist' and then gradually
more complex skills can be added. lit addition, skills which
are complex in some ways but, easitl other ways night
plvitle good praCtliv, Finally, a particOalar skill can he varied
in complexity by manipulating approriale aspects.

An Integration

performed in sport situations involve 4111 aspects
which have been discussed:

the environment may he open or closed;
the-performer may need to focus on moving through space
or on maintaining a stable position;
the performer may manipulate an object or implement or
perform some other secondary task;
the complexity of the information processing operations
may vary from minimal to maximal.

The level of skill difficulty may he determined in part by
analyzirig it with respect to the aspects listed.

The simplest.skill may involve a closed environment with
no locomotion, no object manipulation, and minimal infor-
mation processing complexity. The most diffiCOlt skill may
involve an open environment with locomotion, object ma-
nipulation, and maximal information processing complexity:
The fiist example can be illustrated by standing in place Irtan
empty room; the second can be illustrated by dribbling a
basketball toward the basket through a. group of moving op-
ponents. When learning a skill it may be wise to adjust the skill
to a simpler form by eliminating some of the aspects that make
it more difficult and then gradually including them as the

r..7
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'WOW lit the fi,oket1-1411 exonitile
(thr),.e a might he eamel to its:3/4(-1) a plaw.) to 1,11 ihhle iVithcllit
aiVI)110 on the k Ililig104

hell to en( (image the 01(4'4.1 to writ( II NlIele he is 801114, the
01,qor 5huuhi dribble drtlutltl d taCi tit Sidilti1441y t toally
the I iloyei t)11( gild di ibble around tilayeo \A, ho pelmitteil tti
move e- I he tiliimate teat k to Ike the bk(II
111 i game 411iiatioli

Summitry

1)111010111 kIlk to tlelt)III doll:Inds till "altenlit111-
.111.110111o). 11,111-) t het 1.)v,1110)1 at t 410111114 Ii):

IlloollyIR)111110111 iii whet h they tike 1)1,h et (upon))) t 14 iwth)
(ilt' 41,110 Eil ytiril 1104 hialliiihify or moving);
Ills' present e sit a het )))i)1,11-v k)))1. (i)14111111111)ilitIll ill
1141 111,i1111)111illiuli);

1 1 1 0 ( ( I I W10111141114111 pm( 4,litg (minimal or max-

imal);
skills allow total 4 44'11110th )11 111"

41%.11k i ltIh4 c(11cenlratton 01111)1111111)Vi.ilitlit .11141 the 111)1V
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hensfore this type of no should he used minimally
if at all and then only with specific goals in mind.

Are closed skills Finally, although closed skills may be the easiest skills to
really easierf perform when environmental complexity is considered some

closed skills demand extraordinary qualities of mmement
sense (kinesthesis) and movement control on the part of the
performer. Therefore the skills of gymnasts, divers, figure
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In basketball, dribbling around players who are permitted to mcive within limited space
involves an open environment with locomotion, object manipulation, and maximal informa-
tion processing omplexity.
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How?

Practice for speed,.

for accuracy, or for
both as the skill

requires

learned by going to the driving range and actually hitting 200
balls per day, or by spending one day imagining hitting 200
golf balls.

Speed versus accuracy. There are three choices in relation to
the speed and accuracy of skill performance. The skillican be
performed:

as quickly as possible as in pitching a fast ball;
as accurately as possible as in pitching the ball into the
strike zone every time;
as quickly and accurately as possible as in pitching the ball
fast and into the strike zone;
Usually individuals refer to a speed-accuracy-trade-off. This

means that in order to be as accurate as possible the skill must
be performed more slowly. To perform as fast as possible
accuracy will have to be sacrificed. When both speed and
accuracy are emphasized then both are attained to a more
moderate degree.

For some time individuals believed that the best way to
learn a skill was to practice it slowly at first, emphasizing the
accuracy of the movement and then gradually increasing the
speed unt'l it reached an acceptable. level. It was believed that
at slower s eeds the performer could be very accurate in the
movement ecause the progress of the movement could be
controlled. It

..

as suggested that the performer could monitor
the progress o the movement throughout and make adjust-
mentS' as necessary.

The application\of this suggestion to a sport skill, bowling
for instance, would,dictate that the beginning bowler should
move slowly and deliberately during the approach and deliv-
ery so that movements could be monitored and adjustments
made as required. An alternative would be for the bowler to
attempt to adjust the delivery so that the ball travels down the
alley as fast as possible. Neither of these methods would be
wholly satisfactOry.

,The best way to practice the skill of bowling would be to use'
/moderate speed of delivery and also attempt to maintain a

moderate degree of accuracy. A performer will need to ex-
plore combinations of speed and accuracy until the right
combination for him and the skill is attained. While bowling
may demand more accuracy and less speed, pitching a
baseball may demand more speed and less accuracy. In spite

4
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What Else?
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of the fact that most tennis coaches indicate that the second
serve should be as fast as the first, most intermediate players
and some advanced players will cut down on the speed of the
second serve to insure accuracy.

The size of the target generally has an effect on the speed-
accuracy trade-off. To test or demonstrate this notion several
individuals might participate in a brief game. Make or draw
several targets of different sizes and give each person ten
chances at each target emphasizing that the balls should be
thrown with both speed and accuracy. Do they throw at the
same speed for all targets? If they do are they more accurate at
some than at others? If they do not do they tend to throw more

1 slowly at the smaller targets or at the bigger targets?
Figure 3.1 illustrates the notion of the speed-accuracy

trade-off. Skills which demand high accuracy but not high
speed are to the left; skills which demand high speed but not
high accuracy are at the right; skills which demand both are
toward the center. In bowling, pitching, and tennis the best
results would be obtained when both speed and accuracy are
moderate; for throwing events in track and field, speed of
movement is more critical than accuracy so speed would be
emphasized as it would in the tennis or badminton smash. In
the drop shot or hairpin shot in badminton, however, place-
ment accuracy is foremost and so this would be emphasized
at the -expense of speed. What are other skills or sports in
which accuracy is emphasized at the expense of speed?,
speed at the expense of accuracy?, speed and accuracy
equally?

In summary emphasis on speed and/or accuracy requires a
trade-off. Individuals cannot perform at top speed and be
optimally accurate also. Speed must be reduced to gain accu-
racy, and accuracy is lost when speed is gained. Each per-
former in consultation with his teacher or coach must decide
what is important in the performance of the particular activity
to he learned or practiced and then attention must be focused
on speed, accuracy, or both as appropriate to optimal success.

A skill may be practiced in its-entirety or it may be broken
down into its parts and each part practiced separately. In
swimming for example the whole stroke may be practiced as a
single unit or it may be practiced in parts (arms, legs, breath-
ing) and then combined into the total stroke. The lay-up shot
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Figure 3.1: An Illustration of the Speed-Accuracy Trade-Off.
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may be practiced as a single unit or it may be practiced in parts
(the dribble, the approach, the take-off, the shot) and then
combined into the total skill. Finally volleyball students may
be put into a game situation and expected to learn all the
different skills of the game through playing the wholegame or
each of the individual,skills, the set, the serve, the pass, the
spike, and the block, may be taught and drilled individually
before the learner is allowed to play the game.

Three situations were used to illustrate the point because
the three situations are slightly different and these differences
have a bearing on the way they should be practiced. The
swimming stroke is an example of a skill in which the parts
occur simultaneously; in the lay-up the parts occur in se-
quence; in volleyball the game is composed of a number of
independent skills.

In swimming, the arm action, the leg action, and the brea -.
thing action are rhythmically related. In the crawl there are
three leg actions for each arm action, and one breath to each
two arm actions. In skills like swimming in which the parts are
rhythmically related, practice contributes to learning the indi-
vidual parts and the rhythmical relationship among the parts.
What are some other skills in which the parts occur simulta-
neously? Fencing, dance, and bowling are good examples.

In the lay-up shot in basketball the actions take place in
some predetermined sequence. All the parts of the skill are
related in that the segments have a particular relationship in
sequence and in timing; successful execution requires that
this relationship be maintained. In skills such the lay-up shot
the performer not only learns the parts of the skill and their
sequence but also the intersegment timing. What are other
skills in which the segments take place in a particular se-
quence and the intersegment timing is critical? The tennis
serve, the foul shot, the archery draw and release would be
good examples.

Finally the skills in the game of volleyball bear little rela-
tionship to one another and so may be considered as inde-
pendent skills. Each skill is distinct from the others and in fact
may be either a sequential or simultaneous skill. However
they are related because together they constitute the game of
volleyball. These skills must be learned as individual skills but
they must also be learned in relationship to each other and to
the total game of volleyball. Each particular skill is specifically
related to the total game in some way. What are some other
games in which the skills are independent? Basketball, tennis,
or badminton are games comprised of independent skills.
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Each skill, in a game of volleyball is distinct from the others and may be considered
independent skills.
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Skills in which

the parts are

simultaneous are

usually best

practiced by the

whole method

Which skills require

whole practice?

part practice?

Skills should be

practiced in part if
a skill is intricate
and/or long and/or

the learner is very

young

3,6

Skills in which the parts of the skill are simultaneous are
usually best learned and praCticed by the whale method. That
is wherever possible the skill should be performed in total as'a.
single unit. When necessary a portion of the skill, e.g., the lee
action in swimming, may be isolated and practiced briefly but
it should immediately be incorporated back into the complete"
stroke. As was mentioned previously the integration and
rhythmic coordination of the parts contributes to successful
performance in simultaneous skills. It is this aspect that is
practiced during the whole practice. While the teacher may
wish to have a student exercise a particular element in isola.:
tion, extensive practice in refining an aspect of a simultaneous
skill without emphasis on the integration of the refined On
into the whole may be detrimental to performance of the total
skill.

In the case of a sequential skill where the parts follow in a
particular order (as in folk dance, a gymnastics routine, or the
lay-up in basketball), the skill should be analyzed to ascertain,
whether the parts can be easily identified and whether they
are meaningful and distinct in isolation. In "the case of folk
dances and gymnastics routines the parts are Oen meaningful
(they an stand alone as independent skills). In the case of the
lay-up Shot it is less likely that the parts as suggested previ-'
ously, are meaningful apart from the rest. When the parts of
the skill are not distinct and cannot stand alone it is best to
practice the whole skill as a total unit with allowance for extra
brief attention to a particular aspect if needed.

Another consideration in the case of a sequential skill is the
length of the total skill. ThiS may also be related to the memory
and attention capacity of the learner. If the total folk dance, for
example, is short and the students have the capacity to retain
all of the steps then it is probably best to practice the total.
dance. If the dance is long, the parts intricate, or the memory
and attention capacity of the learners warrant, then the skill
should be presented and practiced in parts.

Often in sequential skills a technique known as progressive
part is used to present and practice the skill. In a folk-dance
with five distinct and independent segments the teacher pres-
ents step one and the learners practice step one. Then step two .
is presented and the learners practice steps one and two. Step-
three is presented and the learners practice one, two, and
three. This method of practice continues until all of the parts
have been learned. One problem with this technique of
course is that the initial portions of the skill, havinA"beer
reviewed and practiced the most often, are best learned. An

4 r.
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Whole-part-whole

practice is best for

sports comprised of

jany independent

skills

What Else?

Massed vs.

distributed
practice

Practice time

should vary

according to

difficulty and type
of skill and age of

the learner

advantage to learning this way rather than by the strict part
method is that the learner learns the parts as well as the
transitions from one part to the next.

In the case of a sport comprised of independent skills (vol-
leyball, tennis, and badminton, among others) it is best to use
what is teemed the whole-part-whole technique possibly in a
mini-game or controlled game situation. For example the
spike in volleyball is first presented in a game situation' in
which students are given the opportunity to briefly attempt the
skill. Then with the knowledge of its relationship to the game
the students are prepared to learn and practice the skill in a
short drill situation before continuing practice in a mini-game
or controlled game or game-like drill. Finally the students will .

incorporate the skill into the game possibly with the stipula-
tion that only points resulting from a successful spike will
count, thus encouraging the use of that skill. See Table 3.1 for
a summary of factors influencing whole-part.

Another aspect of concern is the amount of time the skill is
practiced as it relates to the number and 'placement of the rest
periods. Sometimes in class, for example, the number of
attempts at a skill or the amount of time at a particular task is
dictated by the teacher and by the number of students sharing
the equipment and facilities. At other times during Class or
after scflool on the playground the performer can establish
an individual time schedule. She can choose to spend a long
time practicing, taking many attempts, or she can take a few
attempts and spend a short time practicing. A performer might
also choose to spend a long time practicing but might take
frequent breaks during that time for practice, rest, practice,
rest, and so on.

Suppose a coach wishes to schedule team practices, any
sport will serve as an example: basketball, golf, volleyball,
track, gymnastics. Practice could be set up any number of
ways. The team members -might practice. two hours a day,
twice a week, and during those two hours might work or play
constantly, scrimmaging or performing for the total two hours
with only game-related pauses. Alternatively the team mem-
bers might practice only 50 minutes per day but practice every
day. The time spent in practice is almost the same, 240
minutes in the first instance as compared with 250 minutes in
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Table 3.1: Factors which influence choice of whole or part practice.

Practice should/can emphasize:

If the task:

If the learner:

Wholes

Has highly dependent
(integrated) parts.

Is simple.

Is not meaningful in parts.

Is made up of
simultaneously performed
parts.

Is able to remember
long sequences.

Has a long attention span.

Is highly skilled.

Parts

Has highly independent
parts.

Is made up of individual
skills.

Is very complex.

If limited work an parts or
different segments is
necessary.

Has a limited memory
span.

Is not able to concentrate
for a long period of time.

Is having difficulty with a
particular part.

Cannot succeed with the
whole method.
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the latter case. The first would be called massed practice
because the time blocks are 16-6"g7f; the second would be
called distributed because practice is shorter and more fre-
quent. As another alternative, practice might entail 90 min-
utes a day every day, with a 13 minute workout alternating with
12 minute rests for a total of 260 minutes of practice per week:
This would also be distributed practice.

The evidence regarding the time distribution of practice is
somewhat difficult to interpret due to:

the manner in which massed and distributed are defined;
the age of the students;
the type of skill to be learned.
Nevertheless certain factors can be helpful in deciding how

much time to allot to practicing a particular task and how to
organize that time. Some suggested guidelines are presented
in Table 3.2. In the case of a gymnastics''routine, check the
table to find out where gymnastics might fit. In gymhastics
optimal, safe performance often involves considerable
warm-up of the various muscles of the body. In addition the-
total routine is usually complex and consists of many ele-
ments. Therefore the practice time should be comparatively
long since time for warming up and time for practicing the
routine must be included. For this reason 11/2-21/2 hours sev-
eral times per week may be more appropriate than 1 hour at
more frequent intervals. For the basketball foul shot, a repeti-
tive and sometimes boring skill, frequent, shorter, practice
periods would be appropriate. This does not necessarily mean
that an individual would go to the court each day acid spend
10-20 minutes practicing the foul shot. Instead an entire
workout in which each of several basketball skills are prac-
ticed for a short interval several times during the practice
session would be most suitable. An example of how this might
be done is shown in Table 3.3. Each skill would be practiced
in a realistic, game-like setting. The placement and frequency
of each skill might be varied according to the needs of the
individual players.

Practicing when over Continuing practice when a player is so tired that he can
fatigued is a waste of hardly move can be detrimental in terms of the return on the
time practice investment. This is a major consideration when

selecting massed or distributed practice. The length, organiza-
tion, and frequency of practices should be adjusted to suit the
performer and the skill that is to be learned and practiced.
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Table 3.2: Factors which may influence your choice of massed or distributed
practice organizations.

If the task:

If the learner:

Shorter and More Frequent

is simple, repetitive boring

demands intense
concentration

is fatiguing

demands close attention
to detail

is young or immature
(unable to sustain activity)

has a short span

has poor concentration
skills

fatigues easily

Longer and Less Frequent

is complex

has many'elements

requires warm-up

is a new one for the
performer

is older or more mature

is able to concentrate for
long periods of time

has good ability to focus
attention

tires quickly
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Table 13: Sample time distribution for a practice.

3:00 p.m. Practice begins
3:00 p.m. Warm-up, sprints, stretching, calisthenics,- jogging

around gym
3:15 p.m. Sprints with dribbling
.3:25 p.m. Foul shot practice
3:35 p.m. Lay -up drill
3:45 p.m. Shots from flooyone-on-one
3:50 p.m. Full scrimmage
4:10 p.m. Foul shot practice
4:20 p.m. Chalk talk, new plays, problems, questions
4:40 p.rn. Floor shots one-on-one
4:45 p.m. Full scrimmage
5:05 p.m. Sprints
5:10 p.M. Foul shots
5:15 p.m., . Cool-down exercises
5:30 p.m.' Practice ends
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What Else?",

Mental practice can

improve performance

Combining mental

and physical

practice can resuit,,,.

in maximum

improvement

Mental practice

works best for skilled

performers with

familiar closed skills
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Incredible as it may seem it is possible to improve on the
performance of a skill by simply imagining or visualizing the
performance of that skill. Don't be misled by this claim,
however, because it is much better to practice a skill by
actually doing it; imagining the performance is better than not
practicing at all. It is also true that a combination of doing and
imagining can sometimes result in more improvement than
just physically practicing. Going through the motions of per-
forming a skill by using the imagination is called mental
practice. It is important to note that during mental practice
there is no observable movement. Actually performing or
doing the skill is called physical practice.

Although many individuals have investigated the role that
mental practice plays in the learning of a skill the majority of
them have tested mental practices using closed or self-paced
skills. Mental practice works well with closed skills but not as
well as physical practice. A combination of mental practice
and physical practice used in an alternating fashion seems to
he as good as or better than physical practice alone. If mental
practice is used to rehearse open skills then the moving object
must also be imagined. Mental practice in combination with
equal amounts of physical practice, seems to work with open
skills in the few studies where it has been tested.

Mental practice seems to work best if the skill to be per-
formed is familiar. Individuals who are highly skilled seem to
have more success with mental practice than those individu-
als who are novices at the skill. Although it is sometimes
helpful to have some direction, possibly in the form of verbal
or written cues, it is usually best if cues are used sparingly in
combination with non -cued mental practice. Sometimes in-
dividuals who use mental practice tally each mental attempt
to perform the skill (in mentally shooting foul shots, for exam-
ple, the student would score one point for each shot that went
through the basket). This is motivating and also helps keep
track of how many attempts have been taken. Strange as it
may seem indi 'duals using mental practice do not always
achieve a "p rfect" score. In fact the types of scores reported
for ment practice trials are very similar to those obtained in
actual practice.

In addition to the potential of mental practice for skill
acquisition it can he used for pre-performance rehearsal of a
skill before executing it in an athletic competition. High jum-
pers, golfers, archers, gymnasts, pole vaulters, divers, and



Summary

others use some form of mental rehearsal of the action prior to
execution. It has been suggested that Dwight Stoneowho won
a bronze medal in high jumping at the Montreal Olympics,
does not begin his approach until he has rehearsed a success-
ful jump even if it necessitates many rehearsals. In fact TV
viewers could almost see his eyes and head move as he
visualized the approach, the take-off, and the clearing of the
bar.

Different methods for practicing were discussed in this
section. There were no easy answers presented because the
choice of "best" practice emphasis or method depends
on:

the skill level of the learner;
the type of skill to be learned;
the age of the learner;
the amount of time available.

Each of these alternatives should be considered when a prac-
tice session is planned:

speed vs. accuracy emphasis;
whole .)s. part emphasis;
massed vs. distributed emphasis;
mental vs. physical emphasis.

Becoming aware of these alternatives will enable the teacher
or the learner to vary the practice sessions. Change or novelty
in the practice sessions often enhances learning of skills be-
cause it stimulates concentration to the task being performed.
These methods and emphases should be used to further stimu-
late instruction and practice to maintain interest and concen-
tration.

a

O
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CHAPTER FOUR

achievement
ALTERNATIVES

What Do You Have 19 Help Me?

Practice methods Practice methods vhic11 work for one pall( trim skill are II( it
must be appropriate dikvays etithilly effective for other skills. Prac ticing in in,q)prol
for the skill to be prim() ways for the to he learned c-an negitivelt.affect
learned performance the performer won't learn as much as 'night

hive been learned cising an appropriate method). Inappro-
priate pr,lc tice may lead to poorer performance than n() pr,ic
lic e. Since more material- iti available on skills which take
pla( e in open environments versus those that take 1)1,1( e in
closed environment~, that aspect will be considered in detail
to illustrate the need for struc turing,prac ii( e in \,vays, that are
appropriate to the'skil I to he learned.



_How and Why Does It Habpen This Way?

what type of
practice works best

for open skillsf

for closed skills,
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Open and closed skills make different demands on the
perforMer necessitating the development of different
capabilit ies. Practice of open and closed skills must reflect the
different demands if the time and effort spent In that practice is
to he worthwhile. Closed skills demand consistent, habitual
movement. The environment is fixed, stable, and unchanging
and the hest choice is to attempt to do the same skill in the
same manner each time. Some individuals use the term fixa-
tion to indicate that a movement hakit that will be successful
Is fixed or set in matching closed environment demands. In
Contrast, skills performed in open environment, i.e.,. open
skills, demand rapid discrimination, interpretation, and an-
ticipation of constantly changing events. The movement must
he adapted to the situation of the moment. In baseball the
pitcher delivers the ball at different heights and speeds and the
batter mustcliscriminate the differences, interpret the informa-
tion in terms of the arrival place and time of the ball, and
adjust the level and timing of the swing to match the particular
ball characteristics. In basketball the players shoot from dif-
ferent distanCes on the court and must adjust the angle and
force of their shots to conform to the perceived distance. The
need to adapt the movement:to the situation of the moment
has been termed diversification.

The diagram presented in Figure 4.1A illustrates what oc-
curs during learning in a closed environment. The beginning
learner makes a wide variety of responses which have varying
degrees of success. With continued practice the variety of
responses narrows until the individual executes an habitual
response consistently and experiences a high rate of success
in goal accomplishment at later learning stages. In this closed
skill situation the learner must differentiate both the correct
response and the environmental cues which are associated
with that response. Since the environment is closed there is
sufficient time to do both.

Figure 4.1B depicts learning in an open environment. The
beginning learner has difficulty discriminating among sets of
environmental cues and among the various responses neces-
sary to match those cues. As learning proceeds the individual
is able to digcriminate among the various sets of environmen-
tal conditions and their respective respcinses and is finally
able to match the appropriate response to its environmental
cue set. The more advanced open skill performer has a collec-
tion of responses to fit a variety of environmental situations.

s



Figure 4.11 What occurs during learning of open and closed skills.

Figure 4.1.fio Closed Environment

initially
variable
responses
with
inconsistent
execution

Figure 4.1.8: Open Environment

Initially
diverse, undifferentiated
responses made in
attempting
deal with
the changing
environment

LEARNING

LEARNING-

habitual
consistent response
which conforms
to the
unchanging
invariant
environment

specific
responses
to match
specific
environmental
conditions

'drawings from Higgins; and Spaeth. "Relationship between consistency of move-
ment and environmental condition." Quest 17:,6,1 -69.
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Fixation

Fi%tiliOn counistency
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Under diverse conditions the open skill athlete develops a
"rule" which enables hip to formulate a wide variety of
responses with sufficient practice.

I he irmiortimt.consideratlen In terms of open and closed
skills Is, of c.oarse, how practice Is organized to emphasize
fixation Or (Iiversificatibp, In the next sections fixation and
diversification are considered and examples of the types of
skills that would benefit from each type of practice and the
methods h)r achieving the required type of practice are
provided.

Practice with emphasis on .fixation, or sameness of en-
vironmental cues, is appropriate for closed skills. In actual
performance the environment is stationary, stable, and pre-
dictable. In addition there is little if any change from one
attempt at performance to the next. It is advantageous to keep
the environment the same ih practice as it will be in competi-
tion or the same in the competition as it was in practice.

Think of the Olympic gymnast Nadia Corhenici as she
prepares to execute a handspring over the vaulting horse. She
paces off the distance from the take-off board to her starting
position and meticulously places the take-off board a precise
distance from the vaulthlg horse. The height of the vaulting
horse is the same used in her practiceesessions. She and her
coach make certain that the distances and heights are pre-
cisely.the same as those she will use in the competition and
that they are consistent from vault to vault. When she executes
the vault she does not have to adapt her movements to differ-
ing heights and distances; she executes the vault precisely as
she has done in practice. If her movements match those
prescribed by the rules she will receive a maximum score of
10.,In practice sheattempts to fixate or habituate the precise
performance characteristics required by the rules. This is a
difficult task though Olympic caliber performers make it ap-
pear easy. It should be noted that although the rules which
govern awarding of points in gymnastics, figure skating, and
diving prescribe 'movement,. each performer may still have
his own "style" or manner of peiformance without fear of
losing points.

Skills such as gymnastics, figure skating, and diving, in
which your form is scored according to a point, system are
special types of closed skills because the movement and the
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Practice with emphasis on fixation is appropriate for closed skills. There is little ifany change
from one attempt at performance to the next.
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thibuthgo movamo(to goal are IMO and the same. I. hat is the goal is to move hi a
wham critical coast certain way, Tin) outcome, the limber of points achieved/ Is
ara Irlontic41 directly tied to the movement, In other closed skills such as the

basketball hall shot, the golf drive, the broad Imp, or the flip
.

turn in swimming, goal accomplishment is separate from the
( movement, In the basketball fool shot, for example, any (moor

several techniques or styles of SII(Maing can be used without
affecting the success rale of sinking the ball In the basket, lust
think about the diversity in the movements used at the foul
line by members of professional teams (there are certain
movement principles. that must he adhered to but a wide
range) of movements. are possible), Still there is a diSlinci
ddVillatig(! l0 habituating or fixating the movement! For the
basketball fotOhot the basket is always the Sallie height, the)
same tlistance from the foul lint', in the center of the key, and
the saute diameter. The background may change, thiC players
lined up at the key may be different but the critical cues are
always the same and these are the cues to which movethent
should be habituated, A professional stepping: up to the foul
line aSSUMeS a consistent position, tries to place the body parts
ii) the same! relationship to one another as on previous at-
tempts, holds the ball in precisely the same way, and attempts
to move in the same manner as on other successful foul shots.
In essence the performer tries to ract like a foul shooting
machine which' has been finely tuned to the unchanging
environmental cues associated with the foul shot. If the player
succeeds, then the foul shot percentage will be high. In fact for
most players the foul shooting percentages are higher thinf
percentages from the floor. There are differences In'. -each
player from trial to trial, the pressures and anxiety induced by .
the game are different (imagine being fouled *the fiktal,'
seconds of the game with your team one point behind)..Thb..
player who has fashioned himself into a foul shdotillg 'ma-
chine will be less affected by game presSures'andlatigue than
a player who has not achieved a similar high level of perfor
mance.

.

Think about the sports and skills listed below.rn relation to
fixating the "perfect" movement. What- cue's ifi the envirC1t
ment remain constant? What aspects demancAltenti8n? What
environmental cues affect the execution? hat 'as(*cts of
movement can be considered technique? it asp '43 can
be considered personal style?

swimming dive
bowling
archery

50



track start
volleyhall soivo
field ovonts liavolin` throw, ,shot;p ,Lit). ,
loimiroerve .1 ."'

4
.- ,,

41
.

In I! puling, thi; pisitton,nt.tho pi0,..(Ito width of Zhu alloy,
Iliti.diitiance tothe tacit hoe, the distance trerrillie- foil line to
Ifit pins, tlio Weight of ilib'hall, a'n,r1 the,nosition of the arrows
:Brut dots. remain Constot. .the'iitial ,nositiin ein the alloy
hritild he 1h ilito,ilisIanCe kohl' the foul lino, Me same
(iMitilCein relItio'n tii the .001 itlii of the apnriiach, and in the
same rt.4,0161iship to the' nitis,' spots,- or arrows as In other
sticivssfel deliveries. The tmos of the ball return, the hock of
the approach,The foul'Ilno:,tho,rlols tgArrows, and the gutters
might lieln the performer remain oriented In space and mov-
iiig lii thiqight direefien. Tectinkgio. may include such things
...

.,

as following, through in, thedirection of the pins, keeping the
arm close to the body on4IT forward swing, and releasing the

,.. ball close tel the alley..Style mayinclude the number of steps
,.. , in the delivery, the grip on the ball, the method of releasing the

., . '. ' ball, and the height of the.hackswing.
DIviiar!iiticatioo, ''VraiTice:wiiich empli.s14,5 diversification is appropriate

'.t Charge. for skitiS in.which the.entilionment changes froM trial to trial
-4 and in which.objerts and pbople move dnring each ,trial.

.. These skills ha wvabeen referred to as open skills. To do well at
el: 't196e s'kilrs. the performer must have a repertoire of move-.,

0'Y ".... ' merits or- be; able' to create movements' which match the z
',;.. . -41. -.. . ,

dA variOus..environmprital possibilities. In a tennis match, for
aroitanc.e, ,thoball may come to the forehand at a variety of

1,keights,.,sReqs, positions, and spins. If the forehand drive
,,Aitiverilepthas been fixated through extensive practice with a
'machine that projected a ball at the same height and speed to

, :-..,:o
the' 'arnecburt are each time the performer may he unable to
sue ek;fUlly hit halls which come to different areas of the
coot at different speeds and different heights. Irraddition to

.4

kvin' 'Able to enervate responses for various speeds, heights,
directions:, s it is necessary to differentiate among the
variook possibi :ties. When performers practice ap open skill

` under "closed" conditions, they only see a particular combi-
nation Of height, speed, arld distance and do not learn to
differentiate .amoh Jiff lent combinations nor do they prac-

I tice. the'wariou,s. e'spo ses that would match those pos-
sibilities. When I arners practice an open skill under inap-
propriate fixated r closed skill conditions they will be handi-
capped Ovyken c Iietl upon toperform in the game environ-
ment. The §aineAernands that players be able to discriminate

s

ltiapproptiqe
practice card

nefathiety. affect

perfoir;iance =

/'(
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rviptirc
11140 lit t"

In Islf fin I Ihu
t Oloobiobiliott tit

variablot 41141 to

almtrat I Was about

iht relationship

billi,sevit input and
ovspoine

An abstract idea will

enable the generation

of responses for new

input conditions

5.2

IltI( rani instant es of HOW, 4111I1 thug
dtfVoltip ,11)1111ifi$110 Motor whin othils to ritattlt Ihn varius
onvirteenott,t1 I otlitions.

Apploptime plat tie 0 in an (welt environment int:1(00i sev-
eral pt),sthilinet,. III the heginning 11(11 hu WO

many 41111111( 111P,hil)IIIIIm presented. l'orhos three or tour
ilistint Ily tlittervin situations might he used, The hinge (if
poiltilities shot1111 411111 .15 Vtlrie'd as 11415S11)11) so the

'carnet will not have any (10( olty recognizing their diversity.
A kill 1111µM he hollecled Io the player's imolhilid .11 twii,
ilw(1111111, .11111 `,1111(V 1)4441, I lletitl '1111110 114PlIS might then ht.:

pith( I hi playeis 1)411 1,11and side. Ah (In Olit11141i1V0 41

11104111111 '111'141 kill 1111 )4111 1/1, tillti it'll hi lilt'
ployei's torehanil, backhand, and center. Or the slow speed
inirtlit he thed ant 1.p1010( tell hi lilt' si11)11, t's, Ill 0.1til
instance the ler e1Vei .votild he Informed .118)1(1 the range of
possibilities so that he could plan accordingly, Following
single valiatins of speed, distance, heipt, and direction,
ombinations of two variiibles, three variables, and all vari-

ables wi add be used, II, for example, there' wore only three
possible speeds, three possible directions, three possible
heights, and three possible distances the total number of
possibilities which could be created are x X 1 x 3, a total
of tt I different combinations. Imagine the combinations in an
actual game! the purtiose of varying the possibilities in a
systematic way as illustrated is to assist the player in, dis-
criminating among the various combinations and to create
responses to match the varying possibilities.

The diversification of practice and the use of different input
combinations enables the player to develop an abstract idea
about the relationship between input and response. What is
the response that will lead to success under a particular set of
input conditions? The formationA the abstract idea will ena-
ble the player to generate resporises"for input conditions that
have not been previously presented.

The number of successive attempts at each particular corn-
bination is important to structuring practice for open skills.
Should the player respond to each particular combination
one, two, five, or ten times in a'row? It seems clear that more
than a single attempt is nv:essary sothat the performer can
use feedback from the previous attempt to correct errors be-
fore continuing. Ten trials may be too many because the
performer begins to fixate.

In summary, the more open skills are 'practiced under
.game-like conditions, with the changing, unstable, unpre-



the metier it will ho in the actual gal tlo, In
tat: Ibis is also Into in the case nI closed, skills because 1)(4ilivt)
under gante-liko conditions 1)104111h fixated, stably, anti 11HO-

WhiCh ShOtild 10+0110 htli)111,14i0Clmovoinonls.
Idontify some variables that change to produce different

conditions for !Ito following;
baseball batting
fielding a ball
blocking a spike in volleyball
rebounding in basketball
tAIIIR 41 lay-tip shot in askethall
rt!tufnin14 4 101111k shot11

When 101111'00H a tenni., shin, the following variables must
be considered; speed; direction; height; spin; mirk; ills;
lance, I or h t these variables t',411 vary through an intlinte
range to produce Many, many, different possibilities, It lies
Wen suggested that there are perhaps more Ohm 1000 differ-
vitt sets of (Ales, fo sticceet I the player must be able to gener-
ate a response to match each c(wobination.
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CHAVIER FIVE

achievement

do better!

What Do You Have To Help Me?

Improvement

requires evalualion

EVALUATION

A very important aspec t of getting better is being avoie ot
peitoiniatic improvement. In tr',ICh impiovement and to tin.
«Wel w11,11 ell11)11,0,1, in pl'al til it

evaluate performance. Before evaluation can occ ur, how-
ever, pertormance must be measured. When peiformanc e iti
measured number is assigned 10 that pelluriihinct. I his
number is called a score. In a p,yinnastics balance beam
routine (). i may be assigned as the scar(' for a porn( ular
p('rformanc e, 1).7 to another, and a 9.t)5 to a third. these
numbers represent the performance but they also indicate
that, according to the judges, the third individual performed
better than the second, incl the second better than the first.
Measurement can also be used to represent the performance
of a single individual. A person who plays golf may have

1' 0. vv
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1)t)1).)h ul t).1, ti i, tl t, `14, 116, 4iiti id tot 111001 Mlles ill ai>v
tinhtit olive vlhils lt1 Ifitt golf t otiie. I ho of this

jnlhvitlual Iltit itialo mite stiokes. hi addillull
dltl avoiago ininitior tlr hittile takan for the first three visits is irt)
While the ,ivitiaget to the set ond Ihrt e isIls is 1111 strokes.

&least-m-11011 11.06 levealerl 110 the altitient has iiiiployerl or
uv6iu61(on ,01110 in0ultlrttl6tiun lit the illeabuitilitenthtakell havit
,1111, 1,00,1 that 11111111V01141111 11415 14 I 1111141,

114.511 t'Xt1111111tiS ale liktilt1111. In 1114 HY11111417111. h

pie the 71 411t!Ittillt14011tIll 1111." 11141V4-111141111 111414 Vhh 1141W 110414

1141ty 41,111'1111, 111118" 111114 1111, 11111N 011411 het! was 1110 110.161F

11141114 41. 111 1110 Huh 4.9%41111110 die 1111411 h11411tt1 4 4111111 Ittli1ti5t11111itl

chi! 4111111 t11 111t4 I4'.ht111 411 1114" W111111110'7 11111141111111, Thu

11011011101 11111\041 to hit ttio hats Itut 114i 1.014 t1111 1% 1. 1110

411111 14114' 1.111101 114111 OW 11111V411110111. 1 110 tit It041
.lotiLes thin tit the poi Itii Owl's 'nov0110111 Igit is 1101 41
111101 1 111044'4111V 111 111.11 11111VV1110111 III 1114' 7.11110 way Owl
liylllti,l+111' ',1111(' l' a tIliet I it.pitisentallon.

Ily ineastiling anti quantilying the int iveniviil Itself or the
outcome as applopliale to the type of t,1,111 to he It uuiti 1,
00110111,tirt 0 hail 110 evalti,i1041 .1141 1),(4410.47 .00,0%441. It k
411111.111t lu ov,1111400 pelh)1111.1114 0 ,11111 assess' piogress for

nulobel of ivastins]
II maintains tor heightens motivation, I.e., II keeps you
going;
il enables tom he's and leameiN III .17%4.'7 Olt' drat lit t' N.44)-
1111101'. 1/4`111g 11`441.

it pet mils evaluation ot effort on the part of the sttifleiit;
it enables lion sessions 111 1/1. 111111V1(1114111/ed 1(.4 114!

'11(1(10111'3' 1114.11S .1141 1111'V01111411 IVVVI;

11 W11411111", 11'41( 111'1% 111 (W11(14110 111'11111( 11(1411 114.111(4k;

11 1(4 11'4'1 41111'1114111(m the 51titlents' pia( lit col institit !tonal
needs.
I hoe ate many 5I4'citit ways of eviiltialing pertomiant

they an lit' grouped into two general t ategories: measures
vvhic h to( us un 1he movement or the process of moving;
measures which tot us on the result or out( ome of movement.
Although this sec tion locum", mostly on the results of move-
ment a tev omments about measuring the process of move-
ment are relevant.

Performance mot ev4 When individuals wau h performer they may comment on
and mitt are the in't follt o t. or the movement by saying, "Barbara is fun,
measureable to watch, she moves effortlessly and smoothly," or "Wayne's

tom) on the jump shot is textbook perfect," Or "Valerie's form
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Figure 5.1: Shooting percentages for Valerie during the first ten games of the 1978
and 1979 basketball seasons.
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percentages for the first ten games of the 1978 and 1979
basketball seasons are listed. In Figure 5.1 these percentages
have been plotted on a learning curve. It "can be seen that
Valerie made steady improvements in her performance dur-
ing the first ten games of the 1978 season. How do these 1978
percentages compare with the percentages attained by Val-
erie during'the first ten games of the 1979 season? .

The .graph indicates that Valerie improved her percentage
over the first ten games of the 1979 season and that her 1979
percentages were better than those of 1978. In addition the
graph seems to indicate that her performance is steadily and
consistently. increasing. Examine the learning curves shown in
Figure 5.2. What skill is presented? When are measurements
taken? What is measured? How many people are represented
on the graph? What would you say about each person? How
do they compare to one another? Why do you think they
performed as they did?

The skill presented is the high jump and measurements are
included for two members of the track team for eight meets in
1978. The measurement is the bar height for the best jump at
each meet. Bob's performance seems to have worsened, since
he jumped 5'5" in the first meet of the season and only
cleared a high of 4'8" in the final meet. In addition Bob's
performance demonstrates a steady downward trend. Dan, on
the other hand, began the season with a best jump of 4'5".
When the last meet was over he had cleared a height of 5'8".
Responses such as motivation, amount of practice, distrac-
tion, physical condition, effort, commitment, and ability an-
swer the question, "Why do you think they performed as they
did?" While some of these reasons are plausible, the underly-
ing causes cannot be analyzed without actually knowing the

dividua Is being evaluated..
Adaptability is a mark Adaptability is another aspect of skilled performance which
of a skilled performer is related to- evaluation. Adaptability is the ability to perform

well under a wide variety of situations. Some individuals
consider. adaptability as the mark of a skilled performer. The
term adaptability means that the shooting percentage of a
basketball player is done equally well from many different
areas of the court regardless of the type of defense used by the
opponents. A tennis player who performs well with anytype
of equipment may be said to be more adaptable than one who
cannot perform well with different equipment.

In assessing adaptability an individual's performances
might be recorded accordMg to the conditions under which
the individual participate. For instance a high jumper might
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Figure 5.2: Comparison of high jump performance for two track team members for
the 1978 season.
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do extremely well in indoor meets but poorly .in outdoor
meets. He may do poorly in outdoor meets when the wea-
ther is wet but acceptably when it is dry. Another high jumper
might do equally as well regardless of conditions. One bas-
ketball player might have high shooting percentages only in
certain areas of the court while another player might have

high percentages in all court areas. In each case the performer
who does well under many conditions would be considered
more adept than the performer who did well in a limited
setting.

In evaluating skill performance:
it is easifti to use measures of task accompl i,shment, e.g.,
accudistance, speed;
it is fkili5ful to plot performance scores over time on a
learning curve to see what progress or lack of progress is
made;
daily, monthly and yearly graphs can provide a good over-
all picture;
summary statistics such as average performance or stan-
dard deviation of performance should be used to provide a
meaningful evaluation;
large increases or decreases in the learning curve should be
explained;
keep a record of performances under different conditions,
like a shooting chart in basketball, to ascertain whether
performance varies under different conditions.
The ability to focus on task accomplishment measurements

will be helpful in utilizing feedback for performance im-
provement.



CHAPTER SIX

achievernj

What Do You Have To Help Me?

Closed skills timing

depends on a

coordinated

sequented use of the

necessary body parts

Superior athletes are often said to have "good timing."
What does this niean? Is "good timing" responsible, even in
part, for their superior performance? How can a performer'
develop good timing? Why is good timing. important?

"Good timing" is a phrase often used to describe an athlete
who has an extraordinary ability:

to be in the right place at the right time;
to be accurate in passing to moving teammates;
to catch and hit moving objects with high accuracy;
to coordinate and sequence the movements of various
body parts.

To be successful at skill performance it is critical that:
e the body parts (hands, arms, feet, legs, trunk, and head)

work together in a smooth; coordinated, sequential fash-
ion;

'1'1tj
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the timing of the execution of the total body movements
_ match the time constraints imposed by the environment.

',In closed skills, skills in which the environment is station-
ary, the first aspect is important; in open skills, skills in which
the environment is moving, both are important. The ability to
coordinate and sequence the timing of the body part actions
in a consistent fashion is critical for successful movement
execution. In the javelin throw, for example, coordinated,
sequential action of the body parts will result in maximal
distance, limited only by the individual's strength and angle of
relea'se. To assist a performer in improving performance of the
javelin throw a teacher might evaluate the coordination and
timing of the phases of the javelin throw: the preparatory
phase; the first movement phase (the approach); the second
movement phase (the release); the folloW-through. A per-
former who completes the first movement phase and then
pauses before initiating the second will lose the gained
momentum. A performer whose approach is arhythmical and
choppy will lose power. A performer whose arm/hand and
leg/foot action are not coordinated with the body weight shift
Or the release will find that performance suffers. These aspects
are related to the time course of the movement itself.

In the tennis forehand drive both the movement coordina-
tion and sequence and the matching of the movement to the
time constraints imposed by the ball flight characteristics are
important. The successful performer must initiate the
forehand drive so that the preparatory phase (backswing) an
the first movement phase (forward swing) occur prior to the
arrival of the ball in the contact zone ancl-the-follow-through
occurs following the contact. Thus thecond movement
phase, the contact, will occur coincidental with the arrival
of the ball-in the contact zone. In open skills the successful
performer will be able to coordinate the movement execution
as well as match the execution of that movement to the
imposed environmental time constraints.

0

The good timing, rhythm, and coordination necessary to
successfully throw the javelin or to successfully hit a tennis
ball are related to two different types of timing. Internal tim-
ing, the timing of movements so that each part of a jump shot,



The abilityability to coordinate and sequence the timing of the body actions and match them to the
environment in a consistent fashion is critical for successful movement execution.

rr .
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Skills are composed

of sub-routines put

together in proper

time and space

Practice leads to

adjustments in the

timing of sub-routine
relationships
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for 14 precisely the right instant in a con-
trolle ry,tv d sequenciNExternal timing, the timing
of the ,..,. art) of your total movement, swinging the
tenni racket,,, for example, so that the arrival of the racket
head at the contact point coincides with the arrival of the
tennis ball at a precise point and time (in the tennis example
internal timing is also important).

Internal Timing

Internal timing involves the'ability to coordinate and regu-
latenmvements so that the various parts of the total movement
follow in the correct timing and sequence. Sometimes it is
helpful to think of the total movement of the tennis forehand
drive as a whole made up of smaller parts. The whole tennis
forehand drive is regulated by an executive plan and is made
of small parts called sub-routines. The sub-routines for.,the
tennis forehand drive may ted as:

grip;
ready position;
pivot, backswing, weight shift;
forward swing, weight shift;
contkt;

. follow-through;
return to ready position.
For the tennis forehand drive to be successful each of these

sub-routines must occur in the proper sequence and rhythm
(timing). If a player swings the racket back and does not pivot,
the potential range of motion and the power to be gained from
a longer swing distance will be lost. If the weight is shifted
before or after the forward swing rather than with it, the extra
powe provided by your body weight will be lost. Every
well- earned skill was once a set of individual sub-routines
which were put together into a particular sequence. The
sub-ro tines are poorly sequenced early in learning. With
practice the sequence of the parts becomes established and
the perf rmance of each sub-routine becomes more automa-
tic. Con inued practice leads to adjustments in the timing of or
the inte relationships among the sub-routines so that each
part is i tiajed in relation to,those sub-routines that have gone
before and those sub-routines that will follow. Eventually the
parts of the forehand drive become integrated into a single
whole and the forehand drive is executed as a single unit with
little or no attention to the parts or the interpart timing. At the
same tine, control of the execution of the tennis forehand
drive passes from conscious attention to subconscious con-
trol.



4

Internal timing involves the ability to coordinate and regulatelliovements so that the various
parts of the total movement follow in the correct timing and sequence.

85
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At the same time the player is learning the forehand drive
and establishing sequence, timing, and automatic control, he
is also doing the same with the backhand drive, the serve, the
lob, the volley, and other strokes. As he gradually becomes
more skille is conscious effort is focused on selecting the
type of sFiK to use rather than the sequence and timing of a
particular;shot's execution.

It is believed that in becOming skilled the learner goes
through three stages or phases: the cognitive phase; the prac-
tice phase; the automatic phase. These phases may be par-
'tidily differentiated according to the internal timing ideas just
presented. In the initial or cognitive phase, the sub-routines
are selected and then sequenced in what seems to be the
appropriate order discarding some sub-routines that don't
seem to fit the .situation and trying other sub-routines and
sequences. Finally the learner is satisfied that the sub-routines
selected are the ones that are most appropriate to accomplish
the goal.

In the next phase the practice phase, the sub-routines are
polished in execution and gradually integrated and interre-
lated and the timing of the sequence is refined. The learner
begins to execute portions of the sequence without conscious
attention thus releasing him to plan other things, like overall
strategy or the next shot.

In the automatic phase, performance becomes indepen-
dent of attention demands and the skill truly becomes a sub-
routine within a larger whole of the tennis game. For an
illustration of the hierarchial nature of sub-routines and
executive plans see Table 6.1.

External Timing

The second type of timing requiring consideration is "ex-
ternal timing." External timing refers to the ability to initiate
and execute a skill such as the tennis forehand drive so that the
racket and the ball arrive at the contact point at the same exact
moment. If the racket arrives ahead of the ball it is "early" and
the ball will travel to the right (if you are right handed); if the
racket arrives after the ball it is "late" and the ball will travel to
the left (if you are right handed). It is also possible that the
timing of the swing will result in the racket arriving so early or
so late that it will miss the ball entirely. The effect of being
early or late in relation to the contact point is illustrated in
Figure 6.1.

Simply stated, external timing is the ability to anticipate the
arrival of a ball and to regulate the initiation of a movement so

) t



Table 6.1 Executive Plans and Sub-routines in Racket GamesHierarchical Illustration.

Racket Games in General

Grip

Game of Tennis

Forehand Drive

To Other racket games

Backhand Volley LoliServe

1 1

Ready position Backswing Forward swing Contact Follow-through

Head Feet Knees Eyes

Racket position/ I \
Elbow Wrist Shoulder

'adopted from Marlenuik, R. Information Processing in Motor Skills, Holt, Rinehart, Winston, 1976.
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that in tennis, for example, the racket arrives at the contact
point at the same time that the ball arrives at the contact point.
There are several important aspects to be considered to be
accurate and so exhibit good external timing. The player
must:

decide which direction the ball is moving;
determine how fast the ball is traveling;
decide when the ball will arrive at the contact point;
decide where the contact point will be;
decide what skill to use;
move to the place where the ball will arrive;
decide when to start the action so that he will be "on time."
When to initiate the skill execution so that the racket will

arrive at the contact point "on time" requires that the move-
ment begin one reaction time, and one movement time before
the ball gets to the contact point. It takes time to move to the
contact point and sufficient time must be left to get there (as in
catching a ball). This last is not the critical problem, however,
since a catcher can arrive ahead of the ball and be successful:
The hitter in tennis cannot, in contrast, swing the racket and
stop at the contact point to wait for the ball to hit the racket but
must start the swing so the racket moves through the contact
point and meets the ball in course (this technique is used to
good advantage in bunting and the tennis volley but the ball
does not have much speed or force and placement of these
shots is critical for success).

There are a number of factors that affect "external timing"
ability. These factors affect external timing in two ways: if
each factor is not successfully accomplished- then the corn-
jlileted response will be less than perfect; if each of these
factors use time then the more time it takes to complete each
factor the less time left for the overall response and the more
rushed the remaining phases must be until in the final analysis
the completion (lithe response will be "late" with respect to
the arrival of the object. The factors include:

the ability to discriminate the object from the backgrbund;
the ability to discriminate among objects moving at differ-
ent speeds;
the ability to quickly plan or select a movement to match
the objects' path and speed;

oil



Figure 6.1: The effect of swinging a) early, b) late, and c) on time.

a) player swings too early

ball path
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ball position at contact
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b) player swings too late
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hall path
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racket path

c) player swings on time

racket path

ball pOsition at contact

ball path

ideal contact point

ball position at contact
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What do you see?
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reaction time;
moveMent time.

Consider each of the factors in turn with special attention to
improvement of each.

DiscriMinate object from background. The speed', with
which a performer can pick an object out of the background
depends on characteristics of the person, of the environment,
and the object. People vary in regard to the time it take -.to
extract objects from the bacthkground. Some people1Tin
difficult and it takes them more time to pick out the
Others find it easy and it takes them less time. The maj,
people take an average amount of time. The ability -dis-
criminate the object from the background can be imprd,ed in
several ways:
0, know what to look for;

practice concentrating on the object by focusing on some
barely discernable element of the object, e.g., the seams on
a baseball, the dimples on a golf ball;
rinak the object stand out more by painting it a bright color
or by otherwise increasing the contrast between it and the
background; 4

change the background so it affords more contrast for the
object;
during early practice reduce the numher Of competing,
irrelevant stimuli but gradually include them as practice
continues;
practice in many different contexts.

Discriminate among different objects and events. The abil-
ity to discriminate among objects traveling at different speeds,
in different directions, at different angles, and such, is partly
dependent upon individual characteristics and partly depen-
dent upon object characteristics. It is helpful to think of i.nch
flight of an object as having a number of characteristics. These
characteristics must be recognized and discriminated not
only to successfully contab the ball but to be able to control
the resulting flight of tht.!,ball. The ability

and

discriminate
among different speeds, directions, angles and spins can be
improved by:

limiting the number of different speeds, directions, angles,
and spins at first and varying only one element at a time
then gradually increasing the number of characteristics
which vary;

C



Skilled performers

select responses in

fit a situation.
r

Beginner! create new

response!'

What! Yob can't

improve reaction
time!

7.4.

ar

certain distance,. 'After many attempts throwing different
distances ON performer finally learns the rule, X force = X
distance. This faCilitates the quick generation of appropri-
ate force to throw any distance and this reduces the time taken
bahe response selection process. The best way to develop a
cchema,is to vary the environmental conditions in ,which
practice takes place, to practice in game-like situations, and to
begin by varying a limited number of factorOnd, gradually
working up to a full range dfactors.

ReaCtionlimerand movement ti. Of all the factors
mental in evernal timing, reaction time is thonly one'that
cannot bei*Trovect or changed.gvith practice although rrtii
intal changes take place with"age. That is children under

..and aidulti.over 60 generally have slower_ ea times tijiari4;
individuals between the ages of lb and any ,a
ever, reaction timeis fairly consistent. It: is thetirOKtakes`to
initiate a resp'oese to a signal. Ttiis,valUe-it consistent and
Must be accounted for in initiating the ingiternent in response
to an external object. 4:; j9-!

MoVerrient time.is the time it lakes t4InoVe. a certain &s-
tance. MOvingthe bat f m the starting-position,to the contact
point over the plate is gbod ekarople7tinlikeigaCtiOri time
movement can'bOmproved through: ,

Ve, increasing the explosive pdwer of muscles through exer.

learning to pick out the unintentional hintkihat an oppo-
nent gives with respect to how and where the. ball will be
hit;
practicing at discriminating diffdrent Oblectcharacteristles,
e.g., standing behind the batting cage and Watching the
pitches.

.4,

Quickly selecting the movement. This is the aspect,of the,
chain of events that constitutes external t ming that ilk,
affected by practice and experience. Begi ning players
to create new responses to fit situatio ; more advadced
performers select the existing respor .e that .best meet, the
requirem .nts of the situation. The not'on of a schema alit d.tie
that enabl, s the quick generation of esponse to fit a particu-
lar situation has relevance here...The beginner, for example,.
ha5 no notion of the amount of force n eded tcS throw a,ball'a

given distance,' He must as a consequence fiti) through the
',process of cl4Fsicling how much force ill ball a

Ahl But you can ,

improve movement

time! 1

cise; ",
I
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Figure 6.2: The relationship between decision time, reaction time and'movement
lime, and successful hitting.
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plate
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The relationship between the factors identified and the
speed oldie object is illustrated in Figure 6,2, If it takes the boll
I ,00 seconds to reach the plate 4110 movement dine Is 10
seconds and reaction tiow..40 seconds then .50 seconds will
be available for picking out the Ib111 from the background,
deciding how fast it is traveling, when it will arrive at the plate,
and planning a swing before It 1111151 lw started Or be late, If it
takes the ball 2.00 seconds to reach the plate then 1 .5 seconds
would remain to cOMPlete the other aspects, A response
begtin when tjw ballia:trives at the plate will always be one
reaction tim'e and one Mrwement tinw, or ,50 seconds late.
Ibe response must'be initiated .50 seconds before the ball
reaches the contact zon,e.

Roth. internal and external timing are important for success
in' sport, situations. Ihternal tuning is important in all types of
sports smoothness and efficiency of movement and for
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CHAPTER SEVEN

lave e
FEE

-t

What Do You Have To Help Me?

Feedback is Information about the outcome of performance and about
knowledge of results the movement itself is absolutely necessary for pekfornialleci
and knowledge to improve. This information is Wed feedback...;ealback
of perfOrmance provides information.about the movement (kine.4thetic feed-.

back or knowledge of performance) and aboiit the effects of
Ohat movement on the environment (knowledge of results). In
actuarity both type0'of fpedBack ore TeCeived-each timeyon
perfernvlf it WeE6i5ossible to remove :tIt4ailable feedback,
both knowledge'44 'parformanCe (KP) and knowledge of re-
sults (KR), learn* woujc-tonot occur. Feedback is important
because it helps the leiff4r ctskide What" to do differently the
next time. Fidwever there are ways to use it ,most effectively.
For illustration puypotes let us use a simple skill, tossing a ball
underhand at a target-.

4
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F441411)41 k. ilfrot

4410004114 in

protorres4440*

how?

largyt placed oh ,i wall (1110 toss the hall underhal

I, 7, .11.1r 4

I he pet-limner should statip ahoutionr Wet ( init#
mg for

the `tr.gfost,center. For discussion purposes lot .us develop a
tiomple performance, Although the actual performance may
be diftereol from the one we describe, it will probably proceed
in a similar tashion, I lui (host ball thrown lands short of Ills!
target atirl hits the floor, Performance is twahrated and it i!i

concluded that the hall was not thrown hard enough, The next
4'4 time the throw is more forceful but the ball is too high and hits

the wall Over tilt! 1,14;e1, I itt! C-acitisionls that Iht! boil was
thrown It H I hard, On the next toss "mediiim forut,!" is lewd,
nthh throw hits the wall directly below the target, In evaluating
the three throws It Is decided that the force is appropriate but
that the halt must lit' releases( at a different point. The point of
release problem is evaluated: if 111(401 is released too early it
will travel downward and hrt the floor; if it,;pi released too late
it will hit the wall ibove, the target.; if4-is relea;;ed at the
correct point it will hit the target center.

After all the adjustments have been made the next throw
lands on the target but at the outer right edge. On successive
attempts both the release and the position of the body are
adjusted until the balls land fairly consistently in the center of
111e target. The feedback from attempts to hit the target have
been used to adjust motor performance by:

attending to the ball's landing point;
1

establishing what might have caused the ball to land where:
it did; . ..

,

st. adjusting the movement according to the deof.glop, above; '
executing the new movement and beginnink again at
(abovej to evaluate it. ;,

- ',pi?,

Feedback involves.

movement and

outcome information
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* if matcome does not match but the movement does, then
the performer is likely kitry another plan after establishing
Owl went wrons;
if the outcome does match but the movement does not, the
performer is likely to try the originally intended plan;

* neither the outcome nor the movement match, then the
'planning process begins anew.

Resulting inforatiori Is important In the accuracy develop-
ment. It enables the performel. to adjust the movement until
both the 01 liC1110 Mid the movement match with the intent. II
out( woe Information is not available the performer may be-
' mile more consistent, using thopiovement feedbitk, but will
not become more accurate (it is not possi410 tO eliminate
movement feolback in an acceptable way, and most informa-
tion Oil its importance is through research on neurological
impairment).

Knowledge of periormance is information provided by the
nervous system about. the movement. To use this information
in adjusting performance. the performer must determine
whether the movement is the same as that which was in-
tended. This requires the formulation of a plan of the move-
ment prior to skill execution. Then after performance, the plan
and thtt actual movement must be compared. Sometimes it
helps to have someone else provide movement information to
describe how the movement looked, However the individu-
al's attention should be focused on Ikrtain,specific aspects of
the movement so that feedback is accurate, concise, and
useable. In golf, for example, tile wrist might turn outward at
the top of the badsWing; the club head might drop too far
beyond 'the horizontal at the top of the backswing; the body
might sway rather than twist during the backswinge*Cution.
An observer can kelp the performer work ate

gf ttlibeeclub head horizontal by watching the angle of th
club in relation to the &bond. After eath ots the
observer shodid pause a moment sci the 'per er can
analyze the movement. Then the observer shoullIP,Jkdigte
whether the club shaft was beyond the horizontal or short of
the horizontal. In time the performer should be able to make

..accurate judgements of the shaft position independently to
correct the performance of the golf swing b9::!'"feeling" the
angle of thetcleb shaft. The performer becomes sensitized to
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what leek right, and what fools wrong. It 6 important to try to
IVI111411114-1''IMW it 4.6,10S" wh43n the angle) of the club shaft is
correct,

Knowledge ni results can also be used to (width*, porkir,
mance, In executing the tennis forehand drive, for instance;
the' contact point and the path of the racket, and the angle of
the racket face can often be determined by observing the
Night of the hall (although most individuals consider knowl-
edge Cif results to be where the hall lands; ball flight i in fact a
tostalt (Oho movement and can be very helpfursince It Is

closer to the impact of the racket and hall). If the ball travels,on
a straight diagonal line to the right side of the court the plaor.
might have swung late or might have failed In pivot Into
position. If the ball travels on a straight diagonal line to the left
of the court the player might be, swinging early. If the ball
consistently travels in a high arc- when the intent is for it tO
travel in a,straight, low line, lust skimming the net, the racket
face 'flay be open as contact occurs; the grip may bOtocitiovct
or too loose or the racket head may be clroppinitbkthoffivirfs,
When teachers evaluate your performance and give hInts on
how to do better they often use outcome information 'to nar-
row down the possible errors. Performers can learn to do this
for themselves by following the steps provided below

Know what to look for;
where thriball goefiout;
how fa the ball travels;
what ath does the ball take;
what s the speed of the bad.

Identif the things you might have done that could cause.
of:

,held racket too loosely;
swung racket in an 'arc;
swung too early;
'swung too late;
.racket face was Open;
racket face was closed;
failed to shift weight;
led with the elbow;
dropped the racket head.

Link the performance error with the conditions in the envi-
A tight before you moved:



Why?

thtt 'light tit Ilio ball;
1101 spoot1 of the ball;
the fool cif the rat kol.

1 hicide how tho iospnose ti should be t lionged In
leitInco the moo.
I ly It) de the now, losponso tinder the contlilions in which
the old response was dime.
I olk to yourself ahoot thti now response:

"f irlp the racket lighter ;"
"`iwitig through the ball;"
"Keep the racket hoot I tip;,,
"glen into tilt, hall."
"I ollthy through"

t ongtaltilale yourself for a iwilionsti well done,
Prot. lit 0 Ow now tespil50 1111(101 many dIllytent, opploti
ale condifit
I tegnently d'011.`01 ItYllhack (1.0111 the body and the
environent (peiformant o inlormation and outcome ill
monolith) tespet lively) to determine the status of im
piovoniont,

Finding out why you made a mistake. .Information proces .
sing t. on be used to identify some of the problems that might
lead to errprs so that the adjustments referred to in the previ-
ous section can he made.

A mistake might havi!bee'n made during the INPUT phase:
Id. M1111111441 the wrong area; .

looking at the 'right place but focusing on the wrong cues;
focu\ingi3n the right cues but failing to discriminate direc-
tion, speed;
(Ii;Crittlirving direction, speed, but predicting the wrong
'Place or timekarriyal,
A mistake might' have been made during the DECISION-

MAKING phase:
preditting correctly but choosing the wrong response;
chdosing the right response for the situation but not plan-
ning it properly.
A mistake might have been made in the OUTPUT phase,

(planning corTtctly but not performing the resp6hse
plIneed). . . ' --'... , r''

T first six errors can be called response Sete., r ion errors,
This is because: they are related to improper attention to friput
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111-"411 11100141 / it 1110 41.4111011i t1. rot e14,41111-110 41 1111/Ale1

11).1i Ow apotoutt. 11 will old kit) tar to the right, flit) 414th ) 1)0

allt'it'O nu that it will 0141 ,11.10 niiyhlally iiiItti)(Ittil II 1414

Ill alio III4 11,111 11'lo,041 to 1 liolivilt)ate 1114 ail
at 1.41 It viitit

mall% tootikick als() 1.)14,q1

'111111' (-).1111014,!, aiti 84)11)8 111441 th1. not (ii

1,(41 Ill 1)0111,1b INl 1110 '44'14'1, 114111.0114111 111141 14,411 14411141 into the

114e414411, 414441 4114 111'1V 11111' 41I1411-\- 11111111H 1149 14111401- 111k typo 14

k 11111011,11 14.1,1111,8 ot 14,16);110,111i

41)-.(11,11.1v t,,,,,41 1141 Ii I'. parth 411011

44.4.1111 ,-11414 omitleivil III t onthinalitin with t Hilt nileo
W41114414 1. 1111/1111141111111 411141111 1114' 11141V1'1114111 411141 11111111114111011

.111(1(11 1114' 14.'41111 tit 1114 0/V1114'111 11111'41 III' ii111.gt,414.41 III 1111111t)yl.

lilt poi lomalli
Augmented telMfli,41 111.41)(31k 41 Illltlflllallllll 1)10)i(ly(1 Ily

54114.4 me 0.4e Ili 'ImilethinA 1)erlorni4111cP, 1 1111+ i5

(hiloth, 1101011 it 1141) po11 orii11.1 givt)11 (11)prIllitily II)
ovalii.)11) and tirst and then tht.
additi(111.11 intorwatiolty t 11(.4 IN hi*. t1i IX.11111110.4

41,11 II 411 111,11111114111' Might 1111111 Mt' 111411 a player 11a,. 114'011

( talling away 16)11) .111)1 in 11.1.4.01)011 1)1.1( til l

and III game,. III that 41 1111111`1 1141'4 I/4'1'11 lilting the head on the

tee 41)(4t in gull, I he performer may have mil-inked that t1)e,44.
were po.04ibilith-. by I he( king 441114 pine e114)144 hUl was not
.1111e It) identity the pre( '.4' problem. 1-he extra ftv,11).1( k alter
1)(.1101 wain 4' (ugmented toiminal 1(4911),I( k) twit) pktYos
II) vvaluatt) I atim ('wn, .11111 to plan tuitire lc
'411)11`,1..,

14 /\ type k that has litilt it ally lasting vallip ill lernl5
t polormal)( ( i5 atignient((1 con( urrent reedha( Is. Gains

mat w11444 ti;ain.; 41115 teea)tk art' lust almost iningdialtly
upon SoVg(t;(.iiiii)res,"

(1('1'X ('4 1.11 help groove the golf swing;
anditoly 4 to help ainling;
gloves or we, ring :ipparel !hat remind player', \4, hen they
do Noinething wrong;

'In the case of biolpedhat k, whose sou( es,' 41,111111 u4'(9 to belie this state-
meet, the user is 1`11( to-identify spine tie whit. 11 an be used
whin the augmented coin tirrent fet.t.lbat k is no longer available. Unless this
is tIone toms made will be lost'
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Why?

Verltui

.1114)1e Ilir4.4 1 41141

inovensive

h

(hos 1114114 alts h

Pat yr, 111,11 hell) a mono maintain a c.spihtatil lint e,
Ile 0.110 0111111i.n these One tiVitell

11010 ilium Ilion ni j14 1111th as 0 the is tlh4clli
ileltilltil.111le ItInIthsth 141 )lit ltllis liwt)Ih.
la( k way be itiovidt,t1 isiav do

littald to A poi kid 14 Inns. 1110 iii Iii1t ii1a1 IleMet.Ill
'tidy Wheel k.0111), e(lit)4l (1110,

'11(411 I/IIVItiltItt nil tItintittlly tit t
4,00)04 k, mut,. silt it its 1h,11 tiled ((II

its0 1101 111110, ellet lit ely 1101.1i t 'MI111111114 k1110115 \MOM,
si slew. letslkit Iltny inn 'linked Anil triti

tilltt (IOW of IlitIvostiotil tlel,tyt`th. hilt 0 It 1)0S.
1,011 tillii11101110II 4 n114 iet'Illiat k is
III 4'h 440 114'041 114 hi' 1 Ilit 01114'd w1111 1114' W11111111

1,1111111'411 ,1(1A1114.11101 ItilliiiI.11 111.1111.1t M10111.01011
IW HI% oil to Ilit ottloolitti ittittit.111,11oly olio Ills. pellsitinans
lisk n1 hssiild then. be a ilelayf II a delay, hn4v li)ng should II

It is hest to dcli%y A14,01101ted 1t,1111111,i1 Icedhat k bricily until
1111, poi mei independently analytes the pellormanco. Il Is
ako tettli hit' information
provided in planning anil,esel alitather response as soon
as possilile, I oi esample, itilotination given to the itidividual
,thout the peilormant in ,1 Will 1101 1)0 ,is useful if 1110
individual canrnH have an oppni !unity to put the feedback.
into prat ti( v. In addition the player itt,eds to have the ()ppm-.

40 replay thom",ituations about which fet,dl,,iack is
administered.

I wo other aspet Is of feedback are sometimes chscusse(1.
( line relates to the mode of providing verbal or visual fet.d;
back. I he other relatc.s to whether the feedback should en,
4411114.1Y, a single attempt or a series of attempts, In consider..

iii}; the verbal verstry'vistial choice, the cost of providing good
let,dhack,sliinild be considered as well as the delay

inherent in any tyliie of visual feedback.. Verbal feedback can
be f:irovid.c,(1 ourthe spot. The feedback can he given or ac-
companies) by (lie words that the performer can remember on..
the cnext attempt. It is inexpensive and can employ checklists



Visual torthok
!oryitivr vVviMi

h hit 104 Ua

'4110111101i

to it ttlihtitvalltot 110111 OW( 0.110140, virtually 1141 etIL4lf>H;i

0141111 i hti tihy 0( N. rolitil tttclihat k tit ws 114vt., motto tilt0vtitAt k4

10 1114.114,,
fi

OflUfli4111t1t1 ilt1bti1Vo 1111$111 stimo key
40 Mere is no lasting rel tad 01 the dt:10,41 kik11,1oliqcoicv,

II 111,1V Itch lo: iiitillt,t0111g41444101M01)t1(1+ 111,11:W10gh lI
May lot toittalIV

t-Afei live the tit visual teetIlitit k
t ltrit 01111'010111 thtl toodtito NI% ilh

.010)114iii 101 1011-A.I111 101101111,1111111-

I 110 11041 t 11141iIrktlittli

trttti MO4110101'. wht'llier it 5lititild lot 4111

110100005 ,t110001., NiVilv!) 10411Wil 1" hllnlllt',
leedbot k alto, owl lot is Illti quit kest. most ono, Wirt' 1141011h

I1it4fIt''V't, With t if I-,

4i1 1 0 11 I I,' V,111 MOO 1114' pt,r10011t.1 11,15 01,1t10 5t'4,t11,11,

.011,111(th .10t1 104_4111141101y 11111100.4 1i1tty,t10111 II wi loth Imo
111t, poltilitiel inokIng. Ill i ',kills the 0414111nel has
111,111V .15t't 15 tot 01'1001 ,11111 I', It

v,riy sontevvliat litim attempt to attempt I lierett int t unity.
Lifts I leetIllat lilt' III pit k ont the single
i 11111 ,t1 onto and tot us the leomei's attention Ain ti, it, thus
ployi(Iing ,l single lot ol 'point tol neai soles

Videoittpc replay: ()to, ito..10. 01 foto/01014 let4lhot k whit h
is in common use in public t/Vt'll 1/11V,1111118.1111/.111(111%

videotape teplay, (Oen abblevitited V I 1, tvlony ski areas, goll
«oust's, sat. quetball ( hilts, tennis ( and the like have
dot( oyered that people want to e-scel qui( kl without the fuss
ontholhei ot tedious hours ol practi( e . the eas at ( essibility
and ever (let itsisifig cost (it V I l equipment t ipled with the
delight exponent ed by many people in "seeing themselves
on I V" bas led to the use of VI R as an enticement to "join our
club, we provide VI R," "ski watch yourself improve on
I V,"'"watc h your swing oil I V', then we `how you how to
improve it." It has been shown, however, that V I R when lise(.1
improperly is no niore effective for learning lion usual instill(
Lion proceclures. In addition when it is effective it is generally
.1m- less 'so than individuals would like to believe. Some

.for the effective use of VTR are presented in this
mec,tion,

Ver*cues should b(' used in ccmjuricticm with videotape
replay VC) direct therverform('r's attention IC) specific aspects of
the perfordnance that are important. Suggestions such as,
"look at your rac-ket face, it -is' open," "you steppedlcirwartl
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0

What should the.

replay show?

seen in the replays sometimes shown in tlevised football or
basketball games, When the viewing ar)gle changes, the In,
terpretation of the event sometimes changes, in the instruc-
tional use of VTR two, principal views ire used, the objective
view in which the performer sees himself or herself as others
would, and. the subjective view, the !view you see from your
position, /

The final point is that information"provided should be goal
consistent. That is, in diving, where the performer is rated on
the movement, the VTR should/focus on the movement. In
tennis where the goal is to gel the ball over the net in away

prevents. the opponent from returning if, the VTR
should focus on the total situation. At the very least both views
should be available.

It should be noted that the suggestions pr9vicled for VTR
verbal cues,
practice following feedback,
ose of models,
attention to isolated aspects of performance,
number of administrators,
focus and feedback, and
goal consistency

are also relevant fOr other feedback modes. Attention to these
aspects can increase the effectiveness of all types of feedback.
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CHAPTER LIGHT

achievement
CHANGE

a._

,What Do You Have To Help Me?

PfrfOAnance improves Motor skill performance improves as the result of changes
in accuracy, that take place in INPUT, DECISION-MAKING,. OUTPUT,
consistency, control, and FEEDBACK operations. As a result of these changes in
coordination, information processing the performer and/or the performance
adaplibility, will be:
deliberativeness, . more accurate;
and planning more consistent;

more coordinated; ,
more controlled;
more adaptable;
more deliberate;
better. planned.

More accuracy results when performance results are closer to
the goal.
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More consistency results- when the outcome of perfor-
mance is less variable, the set of outcomes achieved is more
alike, the Stores are closer together. Performance can hnomiti
more consistent without becoming more accurate, In fact
once perlOrmance hecomes more consistent it is easier to gain
accuracy, 4

Mort! cirorditiated performance results when the hotly parts.
involved in the skill performanCe become better syn-
chroni/ed in lime and space, This results in more efficient and
ellet:tive performance.

More controlled performance results when the amount of
effortrused to exectite.the Skill is appropriate to the task, The
golfer who taps the putt just hard enough to sink it is using
more controlled effort,

Performance is more adaptable when the performer can
respond effectively under a wide variety of conditions. The
tennis player who can effectively return tennis ball hits at
various speeds, heights, directions, and spins is demonstrating
adaptability.

Performance will be more deliberate because the per-
former will not need to rush to interpret the event, plan a
response, and initiate it at the last minute. Rather the per-
former will be able to base interpretation and response choice
on early cues (cue abbreviation) and will thus appear unhur-
ried in the performance. The tennis player who slowly and
deliberately moves into hitting position, establishes a base,
then executes the appropriate response is more deliberate
than the player who seems freniied and rushes to hit the ball
on the run and alwayS appears to be arriving at the last minute.

Finally as skill increases, the performer does not have to
attend as closely to the input, decision-making, and response
phases. Thus the player is free to focus on short and long range
strategy which will lead to the performance appearing better
planned with the advanced players in better control of the
game or play.

These observable improvements are the result of changes in
the ability to process information and in tharnethod of proces-
sing information. Individuals haVe recently become interested
in how the processing of information changes as .learning
occurs. If we know how information processing changes then
we may be able to plan practices that will speed these
changes. If we know, for example, that more advanced-
formers focus attention on relevant stimuli in the environment
while beginners tend to look at irrelevant stimuli, then we
might use some method of making important stimuli "stand
out" to force the beginner to attend them.



The major changes that take place hi the . ability to process
information may he categorized under the broad headings
used earlier: INPUT, DECISION-MAKING, OUTI'UT, and
FEEDBACK, These changes are:

performers learn where to look;
performers learn what to look at;
performers spend less time absorbing information;
performers leiiro to differentiate relevant (Importaitt) and
irrelevant (unimportant) information;
performers learn to predict the outcome from a few early
cues;
performers can discount (eliminate) certain outcomes as
being Improbable or loss probable than others;
performers begin to process "sets", or patterns of stimuli
rather than individual stimuli;
performers develop verbal labels for the patterns of stimuli
that are characteristic in their sport;
performers can integrate information from several Impor-
tant sources;
performers have a highly developed notion of movements
to match environmental events;
performers can quickly select appropriate movements;
performers can respond to events that are novel;
performers can automatically execute movement seg-
ments;
performers can integrate the separate aspects of move-
ment;
performers are more adaptable and able to perform suc-
cessfully under a wider variety of conditions;
performers' attention'shifts from the short range considera-
tion of "this shot" to consideration of overall strategy for
the long range aspect of "this game" or "this rally" or "this
play";
performers can guide their own learning through use of
available feedback;
performers can evaluate their own performance through
use of internal systems.

As learning occurs and players become more skilled these
changes in information processing lead to quicker, more ac-
,curate, more consistent performarice. To provide some notion
of how practice might be structured to speed changes, each of
the broad segments of information processing will be consid-

,
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erect; INKIV; 17)ECTSION-JviAKINt.1; OUTPU FELIA1ACK. it
he hotod !hal iphwillitiht ill each of the broad seg-

ments is necessary but not..sufficient for impri'wentent Ill over-
all pertoMionce'since in the final analysis 010' whole of infor-
mation ptpcessing most he illegrated,

INPUT

the n'1jor factors related to iittitioVe1110111 ill
segment are; ,

Orienting the ability to look in the right place;
solo( rive attentlyn the ability II) C(1114 ellittill! 011 Wit!V$1111
stimuli 'and ignore it relevant stimuli; .

cue ihreViatl(4% the ability Ill predict the otitconty
theb, 5 of a tow, early cues;
rhab /Ity /Aiming the awareness of theilikelihood of

Various outcomes or events.
l'reviouskr the ENVIRONMENT has been identified as the
kource of INPUT. The ENVIRONMENT consists of the
txternal andtinternal cues4affecting performafici!. Finis for a
basketball player the environnitntal cow.; are among Others:
external

the court,
the stands,
the fans,
the referee,
the opposing players,
the teammates,
the coach, and
the distance to the basket;

fa .gue level,
anxiety level,
pain, and
distracting thoughts.

What would be included in a list for a football player? for a
swfmmel for a gymnast? for a tennis player at te U.S. Open?

It is helpful to think of the environment asticonsisting of
sections. Some sections contain information thaks important
(relevant) to the planning or selecting of a response while
other sections contain only unimportant (irrelevant) informa-
tion. This unimportant information may be 'thought of as
distracting because it takes the player's attention and concen-
tration away from,fie important information. Since much of
the information that we receive from the erivironrnenis visual
let us consider orienting with respect to the eyes.

1
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The environment consists of alt the-external and internal cues -iffpcting pe rrnance.
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help trigger
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Beginners hte. a
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Orienting, I ne'poi k ner must orient 01 turn the eyes
that section of the that contains the lin )41
11110111,110 ItiSI1011ht1 May 11 1114 11114111 411 its 1110

Ivslit111S13 thu playol makes 141 1144. question "Whore should I
look 1111 the intormation I need to plan my resonse?" Begin--
Ito., quq't 144\10 ,my Idea whew 111 141ok 0141 104( 141
rattily ployido ally trio alioul whole the Illljloll,llll inform&
Ill III is III be Ii mod.

Irionling t1144 sot non 411 the eiwiloliniont whit 11 14)141x1115

the impollant inhumation lb lilt! 111 ,1 alull tort hick/110H !Alt ca55
,111i 11111s1 00.11044 stdth 1 .1 11 41\101110111 Whi1 11 IS

111,1( 110i1 111 1110 01101011110111 III 1.VIlit 11 11 Is 1101 1(1111101. It 1110

1, III 1110 144111 544 114111, .11 1110 ,1414 III
Willi 11111101 1.1111 1111(11 Malkin i5 lo he 14 111114 1, Ilion will
11111 "'WO" 1111'. i111'411.111.11i(111. 111010 .11I. .1vVoi,11 1,14 loo dial will

.1111'1 t,1,, in ()Polling ill lilt' t 4111011 1140011 ot tho tlivi
10111111,0r

the familiarity of tho background;
the size (If 1144 04114%d, visual field;
p,o,a experience;
verbal ciles fion) othets;
!hit. intensity ol tiltimpollant 4 ties.

As individuals become more skilled thiough past expel i
en( 4., nes.in the environment iriggor 4)4 set Of the orienting
response. Tor instance as the game develops the player ex-
pects that certain plays will occur and "looks" for cues in the
environment that these plays are happening. When this cue or
these cues are detected the player immediately orients toward,
the sec tion of the environment ill which they are found and
focuses on the information.

If the game occurs in a familiar setting such as the player's
home court, the player will be better able to detect the cues
which trigger the orienting response. This is because of the
decreased likelihood of new and different background cues
which will distract the performer's attention.

rhe rirTipheral vilual field can be cdescribed as narrow or
broairilaving a nalfrow peripheral visual field is like gazing
through a tunnel. One can only see what is directly in front of
him. Having a broad peripheral visual field means that cues to
the side of the head can be 'detected when the player is
looking straight ahead. The size of the peripheral visual field is
affected 1)y:

stress level;
the complexity of the environment;

1 '-o



tho Ivul of difficulty t)t the skill;
tlw tlugine unt nitato4 tit uYeath

.tN4 eat It lit these III leases, the 4i4itt tit the.t 14111102ml visual

tield det leases. I-to et01)11'01s each tit these tat It/th 15 high;
thetiutoin linsinitei t i0 ethpet Intl to have a atitivv visual
Held. this insults iii an ttt'tt'ct awl
respOuti 111 W111111 ate Mil Mint tly ill litint tit them. A5
skills lilt in,ont., ilins (.0 to 5 dot iciest ti that 511.0 tit the
poi 1pheial 4"1511a1 held int le,t5n5 Is Hopi iitaiit Iti ittitn that
soffit! 51005 101 wile that Ills'
the tot tit ct,0,10 I. heittni taint notiation, heiwovol, the!
heH1111101 mtely has Mt! luso, 4 tit t hint es lint 0 t 114 iliM14PCON

Rilt.111 illy 110111),W1.11

Vsnlial Isles ate I iI1.ihl 4441411 t 110'11111111111111'1'i will 11011 1110 'K11(111144 41

'111111 Vh11.1111.11 in lu 11111111,1111 .1t.i (1(110111111V VIIV111111111t4111. 111

11.1"31..1116111111.11111111iiii/ii I() 'WO Mid 114.11 1/1001 signalli104 lilt

Ott' hall- In tennis it K111111111(111 life 1,1t 11(.1.11(1/v11 Ilegliworl

"W011111110 1011,"

11010iitts Ow le owl 111 assisting pv114111109% tioniit appitipitatentiviitilimnii-
4V04111 Of 101101114 1,11 '11.111111h, ( 11,1111111 11'111111'1 1111011 IP& any 40 .111 tit tho

manipulate the tantliaitty, e omplesity, and tint eilaIiity
tin' environment;
maiiiptil.ttepr, diffttulty of the task oi plovide in''
about whew to look, intensitying ipoitaitt t ties;
it.ditt t. the intensity.ol tiltimpoitant t ties.

In addition watt hing games t.111 help you develop a sense it

whew the at lion takes plate on patticulai ploys urIII in certain
situations. II howeyei the onditions undo whit 11 plat tit e
otctits, alp maniptilaled to lit dilate teaming they should
gradually he lettimed toliorinal as learning opt 111N. )111(`IW1`10

the player will lie unable to «ipe with the normal game
environment.

Cues are impOrtatit for Selective attention. ( )bolting is the answer to the question
planning or selecting "Where should I look?". Selective attention is the answer to
successful responses the question "What should I look at?". lust as the total envi-

ronment can he apportioned into sections which contain
useful or important information and those which do not, so
the cues themselves can be categorized into those which are'
important in relation to the response and those which are
unimportant. As might he expected players with more skill
and experience seem to instinctively know what is important.
Well, for most of these players this knowledge is not "instinc-
five" but has been achieved through long tedious hours of
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being aware of the strategies 9 ponents ale in attempting
to deceive you into making a- istake.
watching better players;
asking.questions;
trying to make your responses automatic so that attention
can be freed to focus on what is happening in the playing
environment.

DECISION-MAKING

The -major factors related to improvement in the
DECISION-MAKING segment of information processing are:

chunking the ability to see patterns of dies rather than
individual cues;
schema the development of general rules to guide the
planning and selection of movements to match the en-
vironmental demands;
automatization of movement the, ability to e*execut
movements without conscious attention;
intersensory integration the ability to integrate 'and
analyze complex information.

Chunking helps Chunking. The capacity for processing information is limited
simplify information by the amount of information to be processed rather than by
processing the capacity to process information. Beginners tend to processf information one unit at a time while more advanced per-

formers process information in sets of units. tf a football
player, for example, was unable to integrate the movements of
the various offensive players into a single whole called a play
their movements would have little meaning for action and the
processing would take too long for the player to be of any
defensive value :As skill level improves,-sets of cues are seen
rather than individual cues. The capacity for processing
chunks of information is constant; the morepieces of informa-
tion (cues) which can be handled in a single chunk the greater
the total.amount of informatiqn that will be proce.ssed.° If, for
example, you were asked to :remerriber the following se-
quence of 0's and 1's it is unlikely that you would be able to do
so: 001000011Th1111110001. lf, however, you were famil-
iar with a binary number system you cquld recode the 0's and
l's by sets of 3's where

000=0 4
001=1
010=2
011=3
100=4
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variety of

environment al

conditions

101=5
110=6
111=7

and ,

001/000/011/101/111/110/001
would become

1 0 3 5 7 6 1

(a much simpler series to remembe6. What you have done is
to chunk each set of three into a single cue. Instead of having
to remember 21 digits you only reed to remember 7, well
within your capacity.

The cubs in sport may be thought of as the 0's and l's and
the chunking as visualizing patterns of cues rather than single
cues. In the same way the information load on the system can
be reduced by chunking.

in a Schema. A schema can be thought of as an abstraction based
upon many instances of motor skill performance. The ele-
ments that are combined to create that abstraction are: .

the environmental conditions;
the response and the result or outcome of that response.

In simpler terms it may be thought of as a rule which guides
the motor response under changing environmental conditions
so that it will always be successful. This rule is discovered by
practicing under, a variety of environmental conditions. After
the rule is discovered the individual can then perform success-
fully under a wide variety of conditions even if he has never
previously performed under those conditions.

Let us suppose _that a ball.is thrown atd target which is 10,
20, or 30 feet away. Through practice the following discovery
is made.

Distance to target

10'
20"
30'

Force of throw

lx
2x
3x

Outcome

Success
Success
SuCcess

The rule'for the relationship between the distance to target
and the force of throw is:

distance to target
force of throW

10
(x),

To be successful the force of the throw must be the distance to
the target divided by 10, times a quantity (x) which is constant.
To throw a ball at a target which is 15 feet away substitute in
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Highly developed

motor schemas enable

a performer to select

correct response

How?

Schema is developed

by varying practice

conditions
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the formula or rule and find that

force of throW (x)-or 1.5x10

Using this rule how much force would be used if the target
was 25 feet away? Although schemas are more complicated
than what is presented in the example the general idea of
schema as a rule to guide motor performance in future situa-
tions of a similar nature is true.

As competency increases in a particular skill, such as the
forehand drive in tennis, or the lay-up shot in basketball,.the
schema develops so that it is possible to quickly generate an
appropriate response for a wide variety of situations. In a
previous section we indicated that if in tennis there were,three
possible speeds, three possible directions, three possible
spins, and three possible heights, the number of possible
combinations would be 81 (3 x 3 x 3 x 3). A highly/de-
veloped schema would enable a performer to select or gener-
ate exactly the right movement to match the particular com-
bination of speed, direction, spin, and height, quickly and
easily. It would also enable the performer to account'for
differences in the starting position in planning the movement
which will be successful. The concept is very important be-.
cause it enables a performer to be adaptable and shortens the
time it takes for him to make a decision about what he will do
in response to particular environmental situations.

There are several factors that affect the formation of
schema:

variability of practice;
availability of feedback about outcome and movement;
intersensory integration.

The development of schema can be facilitated by varying the
practice conditions. The teacher or coach should have the
learner perform under a wide variety of environmental condi-
tions. The conditions should be game-like and.should repre-
sent a broad range of the actual possibilities. Feedback about
the outcome and about the student's movement should be
provided and/or the student's attention should be focused on
outcome and movement feedback. The student should be
helped to integrate -outcome with movement and environ-
mental conditions. Finally schema formation demands the



What Else?

Automated executive

plans and sub-routines

enable the performer

to devote more

attention to game

plan strategy

Well- practiced'

executive plans

become sub-routines

ability to integrate'information from the environment with
informatioo from the body, e.g., where the limbs are and
where the body is, so that the resulting movement plan ac-
counts for both the present state of the body and th* environ-
mental conditions (intersensory integration is critical to deci-
sion-making and will be,referred to again later in this chapter).

.

Automatization of movement. As skill level increases, the
movement planning, coordination, and output phases be-
come increasingly automated. This enables the performer to
devote more attention to overall game plan and strategy be-
cause close moriitoring of the movement phase is no longer
necessary. A favoOte analogy here is based on, computer
operation. Individuals refer to executive plans and sub-
routines. An executive plan is an organizational process that
controls the order and timing of a sequence of movemerits. A
sub-routine is a standard movement sequence that is always
executed in exactly the same way. It is performed without
conscious attention. The executive plan by contrast is a flexi-
ble sequence of sub-routines consciously structured by the
.performer at each execution.

Examples of sub-routines used in performing the forehand
drive in tennis are:

the grip;
the ready position;
the pivot;
the backswing;
the forward swing;
the contact;
the follow-through.

When appropriately executed in time and sequence, they
make up the skill known as.the forehand drive. It should be
understood, however, that when the ready position was first
learned it was an executive plan under conscious control and
the sub-routines were the foot position; the body position, the
knee position, the racket arm position, the non-racket arm
position, etc. This executive plan became automated and no
longer required conscious control. At that point the ready
position became a sub-routine. In similar fashion each of the
other sub-routines of the forehand drive were first executive
plans and became automated, and so, sub-routines. Through
participation in and practice of tennis, the sub-routines which
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Effective performance

requires a notion of

what is happening in

the environment
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make up the executive plan, forehand drive, wilt become less
distinguishable and less and less attention to the individual
portions of the forehand drive is required. When the execu-
tion of the forehand drive becomessauto ated the forehand
drive becomes a sub-routine in the ga e of tennis along with
the other sub-routines of backhan , lob, yol ley,' cross-court,
and serve. The automation of ti4 strokes of tennis enables the
performer to plan overall strategy and to concentrate on the
total game rather than on each individual shot.

It is important to note that the action plans in the repertoire,
of movement sub-routines were executive plans that became
fixed sequences through practice and experience. In addition
these sub-routines are available for incorporation into other
movement sequences. An individual who has had extensive
past experience with racket games`will be able to use the
movement sub-routines in formulating executive, plans for
racquetball; squash, and other racket games and will not be
starting from scratch in learning a 'racket game (in a sirnilar
manner some of the perceptual leanings will be useful, e.g.,
judgirrg speed, direction, and in of'the ball).

Intersensory integration. It was noted previously that.inter-
sensory inted'ation, the 'ability. to judge the equivalence of-
input to different senses, is generally crucial to the operation
of schema and to success at perceptual Motor skills. A simple
exSmple, would be to view a ball, moving and to relizeihat
the ringing sound you hear is relatyd tolhat movement. To'see
a ball 'at arm's length and be able.tb reach out the precise
distante aiaci grab it or be able to close your fingers and pick
up a pencil 'On the table are other examples.

Ability to recognize these equivalences is based upon prac-
tice at seeing and doinglye-hand coordination is based upon
intersensory integration. You see an object and you reach the
precise'distance and grab it. Young - children have difficulty
accomplishing these tasks. With practice they will soon de-
velop a visual-motor schema and capability to reach for ob-
jects. When children first learn to throw a ball toward a distant
target they are not always accurate. With practice,they soon
develop the abilify to precisely throw the ball the correct
distance, They are able to do this because they receive feed-
back from theenvironment on each attempt regarding how far
the ball traveled and its error in relation to the distance to the
target. They keep attempting to throw to targets of different
distances, sensing the amount of force used to throw, receiv-
ing feedback about the throw, analyzing the error, changing



Controlling and

integrating movement

responses is a mark of

skilled performance

Self-directed learners

analyze performance

on the basis

of feedbYick

the plan, and repeating the steps. Eventually they form a

schema such as the ope described at the beganing of this
section. This schemanas based upon the integration of visual
input and kinesthetic input (integration of information from
two sensory systems), external information and internal in:
formation.

To perform effectively a player must have a notion of what
is happqping in the environment, on the tennis court, on the
basketball court, and realize where he is in spate, where his
limbs are, and how he is positioned. To plan select and
execute a movement that Will be successful in matching the
environment, input from the body with respect to its Csition
and its position in space must be considered.

OUTPUT

The single most important change in the output segment is
the ability to control movement execution.. As players im-
prove they 'are able toivovV-their bodies as they plan. The
movement they plan is the movement they execute. The force
they want to impart to the. ball is the force generated. Move-
ments become integrated. Coordination, of simultaneous
body movements is possible. The player coordinates legs,
arms, and breathing in the swimming stroke. The player can
toss the ball and swing the tennis racket at the same time.
Response execution does not have to be rushed; you are ready
to execute the skill. initiating the formulated response at pre-
cisely the right time is the pEimary problem.

FEEDBACK
,Although there is a separate chapter on feedback, it is useful

here to enuinerat'Oe chaliges that take place in the use of -
feedback as perfo4iers become' more 'highly skily. These
changes are:.

-advanced perforMers know what input to attendto in ob-
taining feedback;
advanced performers can evaluate the cause and effect
relationship between the response and the feedback;
advanced performers .can decide what adjustments are
required in the response to correct the perceived errors;
advanced performers can make the necessary corrections.
The physical education teacher and coach can help the

beginner become a self-directed learner who can analyze and
correct performance on the basis of feedback by helping the
learner attend to and: evaluate available feedback. Some

11 1
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Summary

examples fitm tennis would be useful in illustrating an ap-
proach that might be taken.

The teacher might tell a beginning tennis player to observe
the flight of the ball as it comes off the racket face and to
remember whether the ball had a flat, high, or low trajectory.
The teacher would then explain the relationship between the
angle of the racket face and the resulting ball flight. The
teacher might then point out the relationship between the
racket grip or the looseness of the player's grip and the result-
ing angle of the racket face. Finally the teacher might point out
how the player could adjust or change the grip to reduce the
size of the error for the next attempt. The ,sequence of steps
were:

tell the learner what to look for;
explain the cause (what I did) and effect (what happened to

'the ball) relationship;
explain movement cause (grip) and effect (racket face posi-
tion) relationship;
explai how the movement errorn be corrected;
have) e player try it again.

This sequence is elaborated in the section on feedback
through the use of an analysis of error table.

We have seen in this chapter that important changes take
place in the way input is processed; in the speed and effi-
ciency of decision-making, in the control of output, and in ,t e
way feedback is utilized for performance improvement. These
changes in information processing capabilities underlie the
observable changes which take'place as skill increases:

performefs learn where to look;
performers learn what to look at;
performers spend less time taking in -information;
performers learn to differentiate releVarierimportant) and
irrelevant (unimportant) information;
performers learn to predict the outcome ?ram a few early

ei

cues;
performers can discount (eliminate) certain outcomes ,as
being improbable or less probable than others;
performers begin to process "sets" or patterns of stimuli
rather than individual stimuli;
performers develop verbal labels for the patterns of stimuli
that are characteristic of their sport;
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perfrmers can integrate information from several impor-
tant'sources; P

performers have a highly developed notion ofrnovements
to match environmental eventS-
performers can quickly select appropriate movements;
performers can respond to novel events;
performers can automatidally execute movement-seg-
ments;

performers are capable of integrating the separate aspects
of movement;
performers are more adaptable, capable successfu ['per-
formance under a wider variety of conditions;
performers' attention shifts rom the short range considera-
tion of "this shot" to'consideration of overall Strategy for
the long range aspect of "th s game" or "this rally" or "this
play";
performers can guide their own learning t(irough use of
available feedback;
performers can evaluate their 'own performance (through
use of internal systems.

Where Can I Find More Information?
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